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WALL
IS

PARIS THE CENTER OF
DARK NIHILISTIC PLOTS

STREET
NOT FOR
W.

J.

BRYAN

Carefully Watched at Geneva
Money Interests Distrust
Him Much as Ever

r

French Capital"Rusa

He Then Shot Himself

the Street Favoring
Neither Roosevelt
Nor Bryan

not for William Jennings Bryan for
president. While the strange changes
of political tides have Induced a feeling in the financial district that
Bryan Is not as "dangerous" as he
OEce seemed to he, nionev iuteiests
stilt distrust him.
These statements are based uion a
thorough canvass of tne street and interviews with a score of lis most Influential leaders.
"Casting uslde all partisan feeling
and basing your opinion entirely upon
your financial Interest, do you consider that W. J. Bryan would be a
conservative candld&ie for the ttemo-cratinomination in lyoS?"
'lhis question was put to twenty
financiers.
Several republicans, notably Frank A. Vanderslip, vice president of the Standard Oil company's
National City bank, refused to reply to
the question.
The opinion of others was summed
up in the statement of Lewis G.
Young, of the banking and brokerage
nrm of A. O. Drown & Co., who declared:
"A leopard cannot change his spots.
Roosevelt has made serious mistakes,
mainly against property rights, but 1
believe he is sincere and honest In
his Intentions.
Wall street realizes
niat times have, changed and that
Roosevelt's actions have made liryau
seem more conservative and less of
a menace, but Bryan will not be Wall
street's selection."
The feeling against Roosevelt is intense in many, many quarters of the
district. The head of the house of
Head & Co. expressed the opinion that, of the "two evils, Bryan
would be the lesser. Roosevelt has
run at random through the rignts ct
He hoped for the
vested interests."
rise on the political hori.ou of a "real
conservative."
Sereno S., Pratt, editor of the Wall
Street Jourual, and one of the best
Informed men in the financial district,
said:
"I predict the nomination of Bryan
in H08, and there is no d.mbt that he
is a much stronger and broader man
than he was in '90. Free silver is
eliminated.
"The country has grown more rad
ioal, while Bryan has grown more
It is a question with
conservative.
me whether anyone who represented,
or appeared to represent, the financial
interests, the high tariff and the great
corjiorations, would be ablo to defeat
Bryan standing en a platform of cor
poration and tariff reform. It Is pos
sible that Roosevelt is the only man
in his party who might men Bryan
on liis own ground and le popular
enough to defeat htm."
Samuel Untermyer, one of the best
known corporation lawyers in the
country, the man wlw probed the U.
S. shipbuilding scandal, who Las been
in the fight for insurance reform, and
has just organized the International
Policy Holders' Protective Association, made the following statement:
"I do not lelieve that there is any
.genuine sentiment for Mr. Bryan in
Wall street. There never was nor wul
be. He is too progressive, too public
spirited, to 'ungaggable,' for the selfish special Interests that are standing
in the way of progress, to suit their
fancy. They are trying to use him for
the moment in the effort to kill two
birds with the same stone Bryan by
having it appear that they favor him,
and Hearst, by using Bryan against
him. The game Is too transparent."
'
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BOY

IS NATURAL

Taft Selected as Depew's
Successor by Yale

ry

Corporation

Friends Can Assign

Paris, June 27. The death of the
Russian nihilist, Stryga, In the
woods, by the accidental explosion of a bomb, has drawn the at
tention of the police of Paris to Rus-sian students in thai rlty, many ot,
win in are known as nlmlists. The
great influx of young Russians recently is taken by the olice to mean1
that a new plot Is being framed
against the czar, and they have cause
to suspect that the headquarters
of
u.e
organization
in
heretofore
Geneva, is now being moved because.i
of the strict watch kept by the Swiss
government.
Some fifty Russians, arrested during
the Mav (lav disorders, were found io
be responsible fcr more agitation thauj
the strikers themselves, and the fact
that most of them were unarmed, and
all seemed to participate more from
a desire to create a disturbance than
from any uennlte motive resulting
from organization, led the police to
probe for a deeper motive to account, for
their 'presence in such
numbers.
Within forty-eigh- t
hours he stmry
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Say Thaw Perfectly
Questions-Whi-

&'

;c:'

to Answer
te
Charged with Writing Mrs.
Thaw Improper Letters.
Sane-Refu- ses

the
Comfort, Texa, J'ne 2
presence of the assembled C asts last
night at the hoie u nls upended
bride, Joseph Re! il.a t ilo'. an. ulllel
Miss Ernestine lCi:h ?r, and then rhot
himself. The hoi- - fer lh. wedding
was at hand w'len young lteinhart
walked Into thj parior and drew a
pistol, leveling It at his bride-to-bShe threw up her bands as if to ward
off danger. Three shots were flr.'d at
close range: The first bullet entered
her heart, killing her l.istautly. Rein-ha- rt
fired two bullets Into his own
breast anj U not expected to survive.
The cause of the tragedy is not
known. The theory of friends of the
couple Is that Relnhart was excited
The
and temporarily irresponsible.
families are among the best in the
county and the young man and young
woman were highly respected.

RUSSIAN STUDENTS IN THE PARIS IxVTIN QUARTER.
,lnrave1,1( when Stryf!a waB kIUel facts of guilt can be produced against
nls companion, Sokoloff, was them.
picked up badly wounded, beside him.
are at
It is estimated that
A third man who was seen to run loast 1,000 Russian students In
the

ami

th-ir-

Latin quarter of Paris. As a rule
they lead q iiet, sober lives and al
wav annear well dressed, although in
many cases It Is Buspected that they
subsist entirely from funds supplied
sympathizers
at
by
revolutionary
home.
Most of the students, are de
voting tnemseives to international law
and political economy, which they
wisti to apply io tneir niniusi princi
pies; others are studying medicine or
the sciences.
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Uverpool, June 27. Stanley Condor,
age 11 years, has been remanded to
the workhouse and will probably be
turned over to some reformatory. He
is an extremely adventurous lad, and
has traveled many thousands of miles
mostly as a "blind passenger," on the
freight trains, and as stowaway on
The
steamers and sailing vessels.
last charge against him was to hae
stowed himself away on the liner Victorian, from New York to Liverpool.
Condor's adventures in free traveling
all over the country are well known,
and would fill a good sized book.
Somewhat over a month ago. after
having lived quietly at his parents'
home for some time, the irresistible
desire to see the world again seized
him. lie stowed away on a vessel
bound for Halifax. On arriving there
he evaded the authorities ami made
his way to the railway station, where
he secreted himself in a westward-boun- d
railwav train. Eventually the
He stayed
boy reached Winnipeg.
for
there one day. and then set out way
New York, tramping part of the
and stealing free railway rides whenever he got the chance. At New York
he boared the Victorian, and was not
discovered until after she Had
f
He was arrested upon the arrival
the ship in this port and remanded to
,
workhouse, but managed to
the
V1
escape. For several days his biding
nlaee could not be discovered, but
near the
J .Vinally a constable found himagain
im-loeUs and the boy was
I
lrisoned. Condor was accompanied by
two other boys, when he was found,
and it neems that the trio intended to
t
Mart on another stowaway adventure.
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Deaths of People
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WHITE'S IMPROPER LETTERS
New York, June 27. With the police and the coroner and district at
torney's office working to learn all
DOCTORS SAY THAW
WILD RUMOR MAKES
IS PERFECTLY SANE details of the events which led up to
Nw York, June 27. Alienists ap- - tne Stanford white murder by Henrynttnrnpv'a nf- - K. Thaw, and all silent as to their dlsGREAT EXCITEMENT nointeil. hv Iho iliwtrlf!
int.. ti....,-- . n.ontni coverlcs. there was much room for
on all phases of the case
condition reported to Assistant Dis- - Peculation most
develop- Interesting
trlct Attorney Mott today that so far
as they had determined
is perfectly
V"
sane. They mi l have, however, his
she had receivedV many letters
physical condition to take Into con that
fpjin .Mr. White since her marriage.
Throats Were Cut at
sideratlon, as he refused to submit to One
of them. It Is said, she threw on
:t physical examination today.
her dressing table a few days ago and
Public Schools Set
$200,000-Thr- ee
a
Word.
Answer
Wouldn't
her husband found It and vowed venThe alienists who exaniined Thaw geance on the" writer. White "was
is ned some months ago to And de
nnnounced that he declined to answer
HtBREWS CRAZY-THINKI- NG
any question they asked him, even tectivts were following him. Having
after his counael. Judge Olcott, ad- the detectives watched, he discovered
vised him to answer.
that tliev were reporting- to Thaw
A.tieniFts Retai.nd for Defentf.
Ibirr. Molutosh, a friend of Thaw,. Is
Russian Methods Would Trcvai!
The examination into Thaw's men- - positive thai he Is Innocent.
appeared to be an impossible t;isk to
Special to Evening Citizen.
Washington, June L'T. Senator Pen- -' reach an agreement un the meat in- Closed Fifteen Schools With
offered an spection amendment. Senator Proclose of Pennsylvania
25,000 Children.
amendment to the public building ap- tor urged that the disagreement pe
propriation bill, for a public building reported to the house and senate, but
at Albuquerque to cost $20(i,(itnt, and the house conferees refused to consent.
the building to have twenty feet of to that. Another attempt to reach an
New York, June 27. The rumor
'agreement will be made this afler- - that children's throats were being cut
space on each sid
noon.
signed
land
president
the
has
The
in the public schools resulted in such
Washington. June Z. The confer-ln- g excitement am; panic throughout the
lease bill fur New Mexico, thus mak- leasing
it a law. It allows the
offence committee today agreed to the lower East sale today that fifteen
school lands in tracts of more than Immunity bill, the house accepting the schools with 2i ( ()( pupils were closed.
bill as it passed Ihe senate.
titu acres.
Operations were performed yesterday
have
The following postmasters
upon several children for t lie removal
HOUSE
PASSED THE
been named by the president for New
of adenoids, a fungus growth in the
LOCK CANAL BILL bade of the throat and nasal cavity.
Mexico:
Harry ('. Carter for I.as Crucea.
Washington, June 27. The house The news spread very rapidly among
Wisconsin-Republic- ans
John M. Wiley for Silver City, and today without debate passed the bill the Hebrews, who were led to believe
Harry W. Hamilton for Artesia.
providing for the
that the Russian massacres were to be
()ek type of (anal across the Isthmus repeated in this country. Threatening
At I.as duces Carter was opposed
by A. J. Papin, the present incumbent of Panama. Chairman Gardner of the crowds of parents surrounded the
and former publisher of the Kio house committee on labor today filed schools and the hundreds of policeGrande Republican, and by torn a favorable report on the eight-hou- r
men were powerless to restore order
urannigan, a personal iriend ot .Major: bill. It Is not expected that the meas until the schools were dismissed.
St. Ixmis, June 27. The national Kmery, Jr., u veteran lighter ugaiust
w. ii. it. i.ieweuyn. it was supposed ure will receive consideration at this
of the people's partv met lho btaudard Oil company. The reg
committee
tnat Mr. urannigan had tne party cn- session.
ular, or
machine, republic
...
, .,,
annua,
...e...., ...v...--, ,..,u..,
oi
dorsement
and it was generally
natof Penrose Is the
aiRi ()f wUom
HARVARD
AND
AT
evegates being present from almost
thought by New Mexicans in this city SAN DOMINGO TREATY NOT
leader, have nominated a ticket head
ACTED ON THIS SESSION
that he would get the appointment.!
cry state In the Union. The gathering led by Kdwln S. Stuart, former mayor
w asniu,ioii,
j. ai. w iiey was not Known as a canJune 27. The Santo
Is for the purposo of discussing the of Philadelphia.
didate for the Silver City postof nee. Domingo treaty will not he acted upon
during the last few weeks various
political situation. It Is said that pos- ino applicants were Mrs. j. :. oallo- - by the senate this session. The corn
sibly the members will endorse a man efforts were made to start a move-fo- r
way, postmistress at the present time, mittee on foreign relations adjourned
nient In favor of a fusion. The pro- ,
the presidential nomination.
and H. H. Retts, whom the politicians until next session of congress and the
hlbltion branch of the democrats
Cambridge,
Mass.,
was
27.
order
to
called
conlerence
June
The
The
generally favored. His appointment treaty was left without action.
the
of Berry by
thought to be a foregone conclu- - ponents of the treaty claim to have 27oth commencement exercises were by James II. Ferris of Joliet, 111., na- - the regularendorsement
democratic convention,
held at Harvard university today. The tional chairman of the people's party.
sion. Mr. Wiley at present resides in enough votes to defeat it.
recipients of degrees, not Including In his address he said that the party while the reform element favored the
this city, although claiming Silver Citv
endorsement of the Lincoln party
as his home. He is one of Marshal PHILIPPINE DUTY COLLECTIONS honorary degree! or degrees out of Is at peace within Itself. "The rate- candidate for governor. It seems, how-uliDISPOSED OF BY HOUSE the course, numbered t17. Secertary bill." he said, "does not meet the pop- ever, that a considerable part of the
Foraker's deputy United States mar- Navy lionaparte presided at the
demands but it is a step showing
Washington, Juno 27. The house' f
shals, and it is reasonable to suppose
fus-d- o
at least that the statesmen desire to democratic party does not favor
that Mr Wiley had the endorsement "lis adopted the rule which will place aiuiiiiu association .Meeting,
any
wl,n
lon
party,
insists
other
but
something
country.
Among
j"
recipients
honorary
of
for
the
tho
of Marshal Foraker and his brother,
t'" funeral deficiency bill the
"Tho populists will push on for gov-- lDn tho nomination of a straight
the senator. The Citizen is inclined amendment legalizing the collection of "legrees was Ethan Allen Hitchcock,
ownership
of those Industries democratic ticket. Col. Guffy, the
of
the interior. Secretary eminent
t
believe that H. W. Hamilton at Ar- l'i'i's in the Philippine Islands be- - H'"retary
government
was
functions. 1"1"1'r "f th I'ar(y in tn's 8a,l. '"a''0
elected possessing
twecn the date of the peace treat v Charles J. lionaparte
tesia is also a new man.
to restore peace and
Theodore Roosevelt. Senator I,a Fol- - many efforts
and March. I'.tn2. This meets the ad- - presiiient 01 me uuimiii
among the various factions,
......... .1.
r
Ar.DiriM TIIDAI tWCTITI ITC
and Thomas l.wson. William J. "lony
view of Inducing them to agree
Hrvan. Governor Folk and W. It. wl,n
AT ROME, ITALY of the United States In ihe W arm - CHINESE MINISTER IS
MADE DOCTOR OF LAWS. Hears;, nicknamed populists by their "non a candidate to head tho straight
Wushitigton, June 27. The senate IJarnes case.
New Haven, Conn., June 27. Among Wall street desplsers, are the great ",
me coi.i.ug e.i.ii
committee on foreign relations today
the honorary degrees conferred by men of their parties, and It Is their palgn. His efforts were futile, how
authorized Senator liacon to report RAILROADS PROSECUTEL- Yale university at the commencement
COll veil lloll WHS
FOR SAFETY VIOLATIONS.
,,,,!lt t..li,l,,r. oa ,, ,,o tt,.,t luiel'"'. '" '"11
favorably the protocol providing for
Washington. D. C June 27. Attor-i- i exercises today, was doctor of laws. iua.le them more highly esteemed t ban uI l' to ,r'1''r this forenoon, the
the establishment of an international
ri Sir Chuitung
l.iang Cheng, the
y 11' neral Moody lias directed suits
ordn.arv fellow partisans. This 'l,lon11,r,-wa- Practically unchanged anda
institute of agriculture at Rome, Italy.
aPIn'ntly as far from
by their party man- - Ith"
is now
There are about forty governments to lie brought against a large number Chinese minister at Washington.
compromise as ever,
of railroad companies to recover p.-will
agers.
partv t'j tne arrangement.
or
Folk
Hearst
for
llrvan.
IN
.
an ics lor v: lauon or the sulci y np- CHANGES ARE MADE
Former Mayor Vance McC'ormh k of
a Republican for
PRISON DISCIPLINE be taken to defeat
Harrl.-.burpliatice law, i.irough failure to keep
DISPOSITION OF BILLS
' strongly pushed for the
Republicans
Likewise
presidency.
the
27.
last vestige
HELD IN CONFERENCE the equipment in proper condition. of Chicago, June of ironThe
Demo- - gubernatorial nomination and Is concan
they
defeat
the
rstanl
heel discipline
tile old order
Washington. June 27. The pure The largest number of violations a'ceits with no other man than Rouse- - sidered one of the (strongest candl-velt- ."
foo.l bilt which was in conference trlUuted to any road is fifty two, lie- - was wiped off the slate In Joliet peul- dates whom the democrats could place
v.
''Bleuiay m ii
anion MUr-rmonly two days, was agreed upon at i"g against
at the head of their ticket, but it re- Hie Atlantic Coast line, " ""a'
of the DEMOCRATS ADD TO THE
12::iu o'clock today. The report is Among tu'
mains to be seen whether the con- made defendants ""' 'Hcred ,be discontinuance
being drafted.
ar the Santa Ke. til'' Hock Island, the kick, step in mart mug inniiues l rum
PERPLEXITY, vent lon will seo nt to bury thn hatchet
PENNSYLVANIA
When the conferees on the agticul- - Colorado Ar Southern. Hie Denver & their cells to the shops and training
pa., June 27. The dem- anil accept McCormiclt as a compro-ocratiHai
Modulations wh'ch have been
tural appropriation bill took a recess Kio Crande. and the Ki 1'as
Sou' f- rooms.
convention
'a'to nominate mis.e candidate. It is considered
going on the past ten ye. us were made
11:1.1 today they professed that it western.
iat
governor,
for
lieutenant tlcally out of tho question thai either
possible. It Is said, through the lnUu- bo endorsed,
secre-- ! Bt'rry or Emery will
general
governor,
and
auditor
en re of Maud liallliiuion liooth, who
Mc- Should
tho
democrats
nominate
o,
assembled
affairs,
internal
tarv
.
.
m" ''''' rolu,(',s 1(1 '"oti uIM,n "elr
tfVirir,0.1r UlulA
.a! .
...a. Trncuiir,.!. 11,... ...Ill
.
LUTHER LEAGUE HOLDS
MEETING OF JEWELERS
01
in ;iv.
.viienaei
I..
ii..
ifvan.
,o Philadelphia, was temporary chair-- ! wunnraw irom tne race ami win noi
' M"uio,. HI:
. J
ANNUAL CONVENTION.
,
OF WISCONSIN.
It heroically and .,, a spirit
......... ...
II...
Milwaukee, Wis. June 27. The
iiib .mint fcw
liin.han.p.o,,. N. Y., June 27.-- The
i' iiii'i kin
lie ......l.il.l.
man.
(
Wisconsin Retail Jewelers' Associa- l.uther League of the state of New!"' "umillty ".! hnstian obedience.
Piohahly never before in the his-- t on ticket.
tion, although ihe youngest state or York opened its thirteenth annual EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
rv of the state of Pennsylvania:
DEMOCRATS
ganization of retail Jewelers in the convention here today. The crinven- been WISCONSIN
the .poli.le.al situation
IN SOUTH WALES has
ARE FOR W. J. BRYAN.
l' lilted States. I.as a larger charter lions which have heretofore been held
Wales, June 27. Violent more complicated and uncertain than
Cardiff.
membership than any other similar in the fall of the year, have been set earthquake suocks were experienced Just now. It is doubtful whether the
Milwaukee, Wis.. June 27. The
d
organization in the country. Today it earlier this year, in the hope of
throughout South Wales at 9:41 this deinociatie state convention, which democratic state convention for the
its first annual convention in a larger attendance. The change Horning. Homes rocked and many met here this forenoon, will simplify purpose of adopting a platform to be
with a larne a'tedance of members has proved effective and the alien-lancheaper ones vere damaued.
matters and bring more clearness In recommended to the candidates who
Hunremarkable enthusiasm. The lo- - ance Is considerably greater than for dreds of chimneys fell and pietqres the political situation.
Three stale will be nominal d at the primary
cal re'aa jewelers have nude exien- many years. At the opening nes:oii Were tl.lowil III
have already been named In lions in the fall, met here today,
the wails. 0""U- by paiit - ol dv l itmus were thiown
sivr pi epai a' ions for this event and the delegates were welcomed
to the iliis state and if the convention which There were alout 7o0 delegates pies-ihave arranged an inteivsting and en- Mayor Woolbnrn and the Hev. Ritchie Ho ir i'ti! pe, pie tte, from the houses,
now in session here should decide ent. That the Hryan supporters would
joyable program for the two days of of the Church of the Redeemer. Sev- shiieking in panic. No casualties oc- io put up a separate ticket of its own, rule the convention seem d a foregone
Wisconsin has Oil eral of the visiting delegates r
ille convention.
curred as far as is known. The shocks there will be four, and great confusion conclusion. The state chairman, H.
and it is expected before ed. The Rev. Paul W. Keller, one of
ere accompanied by
rumbling. in the rank" of both principal parties 11. Manson, Introduced Daniel H.of them will the ablest young pastors of the I.titb- Ioiik more than
.Grady, of Portage, as temporary chairin the bargain.
bilong to the state association. The ,.Un church in this slate, delivered TAFT AS DEPEW'S
The prohibitionists named a ticket man.
purposes of the association are lo bet- the convention sermon. The conveiiSUCCESSOR AT YALE on the supposition that the democrats
It Is announced on good authority
ter the conditions of Ihe trade In Ren- - tion will la-- i three days, and many1 New Haven, June 27 It is under- - would endorse it, and placed State that the democratic state convention
y
eral and to protec t Its members protniti' iit speakers wil' deliver ad-- stood thai Seci-arWilliam H. Taft Treasurer William II. ISerry at the of Wisconsin, which opened here tUU
against inefficient artisans who at- - dresses at the various meetings. The has been chosen a member of the Yale hea l of it The Lincoln republicans, morning, will declare itself for Hryan
are hel l at the Church of the corporation to succeed Chauncey m, the
tract trade by cutting prices, but do
reform wing of the as the next democratic presidential
Depew, w boe term has expired.
not furnish first class work.
Redeemer.
party, put up a ticket headed by Ixwls candidate.

AM ENDMENT

RANK

Well

tal condition by tne three prominent
albnlsts selected for that task by the
district, attorney's
conoffice,
tinued today. The prisoner was taken
from the Tombs to the criminal court
building where fhe examination was
conducted. In addition to th-- alienists selected by the prosecution
uoctors Austin Flint, C. F. McDonald
and William Mahon there were present Dr. i..cGuIre, the Tombs physician, and Dr. Foster, representing the
defense. Dr. Aoen McLane Hamil
ton, alienist, wan called Into the Thaw
case by the defense. Mrs. Thaw visited her husband today la the Tombs.
She was accompanied by her
brother, Joseph.

In

away, was connected with the event
when
a mysterious stranger was
found dead, with a revolver beside
him and a bullet in his brain, near,
the scene of tne original tragedy.
The police found the nnt where
Sokoloff had lived and have now ob-- ;
tained the name and address or nearly
every Russian in Paris. All suspected
of being connected with tne piat
against the czar will be escorted to
the French frontier, even though no

HIGHER

5

1

New York, June 27.

and is Not Expected
Insanity is Only Cause

elec-ticket- s
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Advanced in Eye
of World.

New York, June 27. Former Gov
ernor E. W. Washburn arrived here
yesterdny from London. May 1 Mr.
Washburn had a talk with the ciar of
Russia, In which the latter spoke
highly of President Roosevelt's service In ending the war with Japan.
1 he president Is a great man." said
the czar. "He Is a great head for a
great country. Convey to him expressions' of my personal regard."

RETIRING COLONEL IS
MADE GENERAL.
Washington. D. C. Jun 27. ftel.
on- Oswald Herbert Ernst, of th
gineerlng conps. United States army.
was retired today lor age, with tne
rank of brigadier general. He is chairman of ithe MlHslsnlnnl Hvpr rnmmlD.
slon and a member of the Isthmian
canal commission.

HENRY HUNTINGTON'S
MOTHER

IS DEAD,

San Francisco. Cab. .lun 27 Th
mother of Henry Huntington died to-uay at the residence of cer daughter,
Mrs. Holllday.
AUTHOR

OF CANADA'S
NATIONAL HYMN DEAD.

Toronto, Ont., June 27. Alexander
author of Canada's national
hymn, "The Maple Leaf," died suddenly last night.

Muir,

FORMER

MILLIONAIRE
DEPARTS THIS LIFE.
Washington, D. C, June 27. Word
was received here today that Thomas
E. Wagganmnn, formerly treasurer of
the Catholic university, wlio failed
for over 14,000,000 about a year ago.
died today at a farm house neur Annapolis, Md., of cancer. He was 69
years eld.
MANY OLD WAR CLAIMS

8TILL UNSETTLED.
Washington, D. C, June 27. The
War Department contlues to receive
claims from southerners
who lost
their horses in the Civil War on their
return to Lhelr homes from service
with the Confederate Army. For several years claims of this sort have
been paid by the quartermaster general under a special provision of law,
to meet which three appropriations
have been made on each occasion,
with the expectation that there would
be no further demand for funds for that
purpose. Tho auditing officials say
that there will probably be no end to
the claims of this sort and they do net
favor any extension of the period of
allowance or additional
appropriations to meet these
bills. It
was expected there were few Instances where claims could be made
of the loss oy confiscation of animals
belonging to Confederate cavalrymen
under the circumstances
described,
but us one War Department official,
familiar with the situation, describes
it, ithere appears
to have tieen a
larger amount, of cavalry in the dying
days of the Confederacy than had
been dreamed of in the surviving
records. These horse claims have
probably reached their limit.
la-te-

REPUBLICANS MEET
IN THE PINE TREE STATE.
Portland, Me., June 27. The republican state convention of this state
was called to order at the city hall
shortly before 11 o'clock this forenoon.
The principal business before tho convention is the selection of a candidate for governor, but the convention
will be of even greater importance In
a national way, by the fact that
Speaker Cannon, of the National
House of Representatives, will appear before the convention this afternoon, uml will deliver an address, In
which he will sound tho keynote for
the republican campaign this year.
Tho number of delegates to this
convention Is 1,408, and it will require
705 votes to Insure the nomination of
a candidate for governor.
CANADA SEED GROWERS
IN SESSION IN OTTAWA.

Ottawa, Out., June 27. Several
hunrded seed growers, from all parts
of tho dominion, are In attendance at
the annual convention of the Canadian Seed Growers'
Association,
which opened hero today for a two
days' session. The business sessions
are held In the Canadian building.
This evening, however, an open meeting will be held &t which addresses
will be delivered by the Hon. Sydney
Fisher, Prof. Robertson of Ste. Anne
de Hellevue, and the Hon. W. R.
Motherwlll, minister of agriculture for
Saskatchewan.
AUTOMOBILIST AVERAGES
103 KILOMETERS PER HOUR.
Paris, June 27. Sisz In two days'
racing, six hours per day, covered the
course In twelve hours, three minutes
and
and one half seconds,
Including stops for repairs, averaging
over HKi kilometers per hour.
Today's Grand Winner.
Ie Maus, Fiance, June 27. Sisz today woii the grand prize in the automobile contest over the Sarthe circuit, 1,2:10 kiiollieters.
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Buttermilk Hill Like Ireland.
There is no boulit taat Rockefeller
Is gaining on the critics of his career,
as he goes right ahead in new lines,
whereby he reaches tho public. The
new policy of the Stam.aid Oil Company, the policy of publicity, has
taken well with the public, and has at
Ifas; worked this in favor of the
monopoly, that the people are now led
to expe t an answer, no matter
whether It answers the attack or not.
It gives out at least the facts that ihe
company wis.ies ti come bt fore the
puUic; and makes
the assailants
more careful with their statements.
Mr. Rockefeller made a big hit with
as a
his ocean voyage, appearing
Human being with his fellows, and he
was univtrsally pronounced a good
one. by those who came In contact
And now ho has struck
with him.
anr.ther Idea which cannot fail to
Formerly he
capture the public.
seemed to have no friends, but now
those he is pursuing with unrelenting
vigor and deadly purpose have none.
None of us liked snakes before, but
now, that Rockefeller, like St. Patrick of old, starts out to exterminate
iiiem. we are all with him, Miss Ida
M. Tarbell to the contrary notwithstanding. Air. Rockefeller pays 25
cents a head for any snakes killed on
nis grounds, and mat is more tnan
Small
St. Patrick paid for them.
boys are making 'heir fortunes, and
all kinos of men, laborers, mechanics,
any and all, are adding to their money
hoard a snake fund, which will came
handy In case of need. Meanwhile
hill are
the woods on Buttermilk
safer for travelers, for there are fewer
rattle snakes, copperheads and other
poisonoun
Rockesnakes around
feller expects to be rid of the reptiles
ue.ore fall, and have his estato as
cionr of them as his brother William's

ONE GOOD DRUNK RECORDED

Rockefeller Spends Much
Money to Rid His Place
of Snakes

B. A. SLEYSTER
ESTATE

-I- NSURANCE,

REAL
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 5. Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.
to Roosevelt when the work on the
dam proper is begun as It will be a
great day for this city and the valley

New York. June 27. A t'o:t of land
in these dayB means a great deal.
which the Dutch bursters, who
l.nd
considered themselves pretty good on
a bargain, would iiave s;ld with
eagerness at $5.0 per acre, is today
selling for that price and more per
inch. Here is a lease which calls
per square
for the payment of
loot rent for a space which covers
only 15C8 square feet on two floors.
This valuable space is located ia the
tower building they are going to
erect on the corner of Broadway and
Wall street, and run up to the height
of eighteen storks, or 235 feet. The
room is so precious that the elevators
are opened right Into the offices. It
may be that enougn ouslnesa can be
done in an office with such a limited
area; but it seems doubtful. If It can
be earneu anywhere in New York It
is on the spot an which that building
will be reared, as the corner of Wall
street and Broadway is al,out ithe
busiest place on the continent. The
United Siates Cigar Store Company
will occupy tnis diminutive office. The
company is leasing all .the desir
able corners I? can find, and already
has over four hundred stares in the
city. But it will take a great many
puffs to pay that rent, and the
cigars sold there will iave to be al
most as costly as Mr. Morgan's, who
apiece for his is.
ia reputed to pay
strong cigars. However, he does not
1uy them In stores on Broadway, but
Doctor Predicted Death.
imports them direct irdiu Cuba.
How hard it is to tell from all the
.
'
diagnoses that physician? can ,aao,
Can't Spare the Liners.
what is the matter. There seems to
New York City has found that the be no certain way to dciei niine 'what
lolicy of charging the great ocean a man's health really it;. Gen. Ralph
steamship companies such very high Brandeth, the wealthy clubman and
rentals for the piers It lets them have )usiness man, waged a fight against
does not pay and that It meant the death four years a. er tie doctors had
killing of the goose that was laying said that he could not live before an
some very fine eggs for the city. impending aioplectlc
stroke which
Some of the companies began to make ihey saw in his eyes when xamlned
to
very active and vigorous efforts
for life Insurance, would mal e an enJ
get piers elsewhere, and it was not of him. lie was apparently in per
Philadelphia,
at all Improliable that
fect and rugged hta.tu when the docBoston, Newport News, Baltimore tors used an opthalnioscope, mid de
and New Orleans mlB' get the ..ugh clared that they discovered in his eye
vessels. But a change lias come over unmistakeable indications of u puia
the dreams of the city authorities, lytic of apoplectic si roke, which would
and instead of considering tue "u:g doubtless I? fatal. 0 "I. Brandeth enliners as good subject from which to tered Bloomlngdale
ifvluni. practi
squeeze money, they have liegun to rally as a dead man. and allowed the
revise their rates and ufve given the lI(J(., r8 to C0IUll(., him through the
steamship lines to understand mat narrow margin of years that the otaer
they wish to be considered
their doctors had left him. and died a short
friends, and will make them at home. time ago as 'he doctors said he would,
itli lighter rents, and additional basing their predictions on the unprivileges, Th-rare some things failing evidence afforded by the
that a big city cannot do, any more opthalnioscope.
han a fcmall ci.y, or an Individual.
Put Her Dog in Chopper.
Trade will adjust these matters, no
matter what Tammany says, and so A lady was just alxut t drop her
Tammany is obliged to crawl down, pet dog in ihe chopper, and the suband try to keep the trade It was way man was just about to chop him
up. whin she gave a scream, and aprecklessly trifling wltn.
pealed to l.ie ticketagent for help.
he had been lightened by an em
Porch and Pillar Vtuit Go.
something, and inFifth avenue bids fair to lose some j loye droppin
of Its beauty. If the raid now being Mead of putting he ticket in ilie box
made cn encroaching l'ronls'goes on. dropped her dog into It. The ticket
Now that the courts
decided lhaticli pper considered it his business U
the city Is entitled to the land taken! chop whatever dropped In, no mattei
it was an elephant or .Io,in
by tho imrcli
anu pillars ot tin
Knickerbocker Trust Company liiiild-iug- , I). Rockefeller or a simple little dog.
the corporation counsel has his The ticket agent rushed to the rescue
eye on ail th- - property similarly and quickly relieved the anxiety of
situatec, and has decided t'.iat nearly the lady by handing her her dog unail the big Fifth avenue hotels, in- injured.
Waldorf-AstoriOLD TIMER.
cluding
and
the
others i..,e It, have o cut If ....r
fronts in the shaje of porches and WILL WITNESS THE
Btoops and tome within tne 'l.gil
line, 'ihe corporation counsel means
HISTORIC EVENT
to hew to the line, an.V will shave off
legal
s!iarp
encumbrances with a
axe, and bring the city into lis own MANY PHOENICIANS WILL SEE
START OF THE
ROOSEVELT
once more, it seeing a pity that
DAM.
such, uandstme buildings should lie
disfigured, but po.s.siluy the change in
The contractor on the Roosevelt
front may be an Improvement alter dam in Arizona has been delayed
all. At any rate the public is begin- longer than was expected in getting
ning to note with much pleasure that started at the foundation of the strucihere is on foot in .,iy
a ture, but it is now predicted
ihal the
movement to stop a.l encroachments work of removing the silt from
the
public.
uxu the
The rights of ilie river bed down to bed rock between
passenger
ct
are now being well the coffer dams
iil be commenced
protected, and tinr ati.uiable
truck between next Wednesday and Saturdrivers, and liu uliants holding too day, says the Phoenix Gazette.
much of the public
are being
The work of removing the material
brought to the sense ilia; pedestrians will take
ii) about a week, possibly
way.
ami drivers less, and then the work on Hie foundinve the rishl of
mils' not think they have a right to ation iiMdf will be commenced.
run over men and tvoni u w hoin they
The work of removing he silt wiil
find in thei.- May, w'ule liicichants are l.e unite Slice laciilar. belnu
done bv
being compelled 'o
ihe travelling
Kit! lie as much of the sidewalks as
e
planning to go
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Capital and Surplus, $100,000

r Poatal
w'rntorUnion
an A. D. T. mwifT
Tele--

1

3Tfc.pi, offlCM

INTEREST

generally.
The Ton to Basin project is not only
the first but is the greatest Irrigation
project undertaken by the government, and the day that sees the end
of the preliminaries and the beginning
of the real work should mark a time
In the history of Arizona long to be
remembered by her citizens.
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Extends to Depositor

every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V.
J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

OffVaaa and Director.
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Barnett building

Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thos. K. D. M?ddlson,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 Watt
Gold avenue.
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IS WELCOME

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution to
guard the interests of our depositors. Our bank Is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
o Its care receives the PERSONAL attention of one of Its officers.

DIRECTORS.
WM.
O. N. MARROW
E. A. MIERA.

FARR.

J.

A.

F. H. STRONG.

WEINMAN.

I. A. DYE.

D. H. CARNS.
J. B. HERN DON.

JAY A. HUBBS.
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Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stork of Staple Orocerle
In the Southwest.

0

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

0

ALBUQUESUE, N. X.

RAILI DAD AVENUE
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TAKING IT EASY.
There's no difficulty with plumbing
whin onci it's properly attended to.
Our materials, facilities and skilled
workme n all combine to make a bath
room ii: At ted )y us a constant source
of cleanliness. Health and pleasure.
Quotations on bath tubs and other appliances freely and ihe'f rfu.iy given.
We carry the finest line of Garden
Hose In the ci'y.

Standard

Plumbing & Heating

Auto phone, 671.

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

te

Switches, puffs, etc.. made te order from combings. Call Monday
and Tuesday fori noons. Mrs. H. K.
Rutherford, 517 South

.7.

C. BAIiDRIDGES

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBE
PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economlacl, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

uuiLDINO
Btock

If

Always In

PAPER

piaster, Lime, Cement,

Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc.
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

MEXICO-

-

Broa-dway-

TAKE
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W

Fe Railway Company

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

CULTUKE.

Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York City.
The latest scientific appliance and
up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and senlp, complexion
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Massage; Electric
Hair Dryer; Radio Bell, one of the latest scientific discoveries In the treatment of
the skin by colored light rays ami
heat.
SUITE 35 and 30, BARNETT BLDG.
Auto 'phone 726.
HAIR WORK.

s
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Mrs. M.

s

Sut-irJa-

$250,000.01

V

YOUR ACCOUNT

Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Office, 424 North Second street.
Ph- ties
Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phonp, Auto., 747.
BEAUTY

?W0,0OJ

Flour, Grain and Provisions

F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling

ford, rooms 46
Albuquerque. N.

.. ..........Dlreotor

BEPQ8ITOT.

Depository fee Atchison, Topeka

g
115.

Cashier
AMiatant Cashier

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profit

p. n

UNDERTAKER.
Colo. Red
Auto, 'phone 316.

iv4

President

......

High-Frequen- cy

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
West Railroad
lines. Office, 313
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 130 to S

RY.

Tee President
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Mo., June 25. Grass
cattle have not begun to- move from
native territory In the west or southwest yet. A few Oklahoma stockers
which arrived last week brought $3.35
to $3.75, and some New Mexico veals
weighing 147 pounds, at $4.50, comprised the offerings from distant
ranges.
The market advanced 15c
to 25c lat week on both killing cattle and stockers and feeders, because
of beneficial rains recently, and the
same Influence Is wording the market
upward 10c to 15c today. Receipts
have diminished greatly In the last
week, since the rains have freshened POir'SALTvFTvfr-room-framh ousel
pastures, and buyers are making anx
with orchard, two acres of ground;
prospective
Inquiries
to the
ious
one block from Twelfth street car
supply of fat cattle for the future,
line; in coming residence portion
torun
The
lie
short.
which looks to
of the Lowlands. Good investment.
quar500
including
9
day Is 000 head,
909 North Eleventh street.
antines. Stockers and feeders are inhouse,
SALE A seven-rooFOR
supcluded In this advance, but the
painted, all modern connewly
ply of that class is small lately. Some
veniences, with six lots, trees and
fed Colorado steers, from
shrubbery. A snap to any one looktarc.ar, Colo., said at $5.25 today.
ing for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
e
Short fed steers from below the
Wool Scouring mills.
line sold at $4.25 to $4.90;
grass steers, $3 . to $4 25; cows, $2.15 FOR SALE One Buffalo scale. 1 marble counter, 1 ice box. capacity, one
to $3; veal calves, $4 to $5.75.
enton,
ice machine,
The sheep and lamb market is what
r
boiler, 2
gine,
Hi
I
by salesmen as "skatIs described
Mteani water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
ing." Prices are a quarter higher
chop;ii r. 1 Utne grinder, 1 sausage
is
The market
than lam Monday.
stufl'er racks and hooks, at Tony
strong today, the record prices being
Mlehclhach's. Old T'wn.
laid for Arlzant grass wethers and
yearlings mixed, at $6.50; ewes in Foil's ALEStock and timber ranch;
the same shipment brought $5.75. Ariabout 7'H) acres fenced; 30 head of
cattle, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
zona spring lambs, weighing 71 pounds
farming Implements.
Two
brought $7.85. Receipts last week
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
wtre 20.HOO head not near enougn
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
for the packers, and the fifteen cars
Plenty ot
government reservation.
of Arizonians, together with a shipwa er. Price, $4,500. Easy terms.
ment of medium class Texans, sold at
N. Peach & Co., real estato dealers,
$5.35, were quickly snapped up today.
212 West Gold avenue.
Good Texas muttons sold at $5.85 last
week, another new record l'cr them. FOR SALE Two sets ol snelvlng.
Rcctlpts will be below requirements
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
for a month or two yet, and t ie mar
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
ket Is likely U be most healthy In tne
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
meantime.
Deadly Serpent Bites
Are as common in India as are stomSTOCK SALES
ach ami liver disorders with us. For
the latter, however, there Is a sure
Electric Bitters, the great
Kansas City. Mo.. Jim.' 22. Follow remedy:
ing were some sales of Texas and restorative medicine, of which S. A.
Arizona sheep and goats here this Brown, of Bennettsville, S. C. says:
They restored my wife to perfect
wit k:
health, after years or suffering with
Monday, June 18.
W. N. Noelke, San Angelo. Texas, dyspepsia and' a chronically torpid
liver." Electric bitters cure chills
149 sheep, 80 pounds. $5.40.
Smith & Bro., Del Rio, Texas, 710 and fever, malaria, bllliousness, lame
back, kidney troubles and bladded disgoats, 89 pounns, $3.70.
orders, gold on guarantee by al
Tuesday, June 19.
s. "'rice COc.
M. I.. Witt Ac Son, Motitt'll, Texas, iIpiiz-.'554 goats. 83 pounds, $3.70.
Wednesday, June 20.
MONTE CARLO
Texas
F. A. WilKins, Comstock,
213 g ats, 8ti pounds, $3.75.
Hie undersigned has opened a flrtt-clasTexas
('. V. Schreiner. Kerrvlll--'saloon, name of which Is the
490 goats, 89 iwiunds, $3.t;.'(; 512 sheep, "Monte Carlo," at
lla W. Kauroaa ave-- ,
87 pounds, $5.85.
nue. and invites the public to call
Harris Bros., Rock Springs. Texas, and see him. The saloon will be con451 goals, 87 .rounds, $3. On.
order, and the
ducted in
Thursday, June 21.
oest cf treatment accorded patrons.
L. D. Y eager. Wlnslow. Ariz., l!4i A tine free lunch will be served
sheep and yearlings, 91 pounds, $ii';
Ulght.
L. YNDA.
i
127 ewes, 91 pounds,
tin.
o
Unknown Friends.
These tire many people who have
An Alarming Situatio
of
neglect
used
Frequently results from
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera
cl gged bowels and torpid liver, until and Diarrhoea Remedy witn splendit
constipation oecomes chronic. This results, liit who are unknown becaus
condition j unknown to those who they hav,. hesitated about giving a
fo
use Dr. King's New Life Pills, the testin.nni,,! (,f their experience
best ami gentlest regulator of Stom- pub!:, a1 inn. These pee)pt. however
' all an- i. ii,. i tie le'ss friends ot tliL-ach and Bowels. Guarantied
druggists, price 25c.
liny have done much towaru
i
making it a household word by their
MEN AND WOMEN. li'its'tiii recommendations to friends
t f un JBiural and in itbUiri.
It Is a good medicine
I m
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
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The undersigned nas left on his
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and will not return to his
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fice until about the
York
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Automobile Engineers by
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IP YOU WANT help of any kind, or
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
employment of any kind, phone,
call, or write Abraham's EmployCo
ment office, 120 West Silver avenue, at the Elite cafe. 'Phones, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Automatic, H79; Colorado. 289.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSB
WANTED.
as low as $10.00 and as high
nA.VI'lvl) A nurse man., inquire of as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Mrs. .Maginnis. 215 North Seventh and strictly private.
One
Time:
street.
month to one year given, uooda re
"
WAN i ,!
"farm main in your possession. Our rates
At once,
hand. .1. Felipe Hubbell, Pajarlto, are reasonable. Call and lee us before borrowing.
N. M.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
houseWANTED
Girl for general
Steamship tickets to and from all
work. Apply between 7 and 8 p. m..
parts of the world.
at St. Joseph's Sanitarium. Mrs. J.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
A. Barnard.
IIS West Railroad Ave.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanPRIVATE OFFICES.
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
Open Evenings.
south of viaduct. Send address and
-- $250will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Agent
at once, to
WANTED
the Grand Union Tea company's Diisinesa In Albuquerque, Buys a lot on South Edith street. A
bond snap for somebody. Also
which Is partly established:
required. Address, 1). W. Bcauvals.
Savoy hotel, agent.
TENT HOUSE
FOR RENT.
FOR SALE.
rooms,
FOR RENT
Furnished
quire above p.tfitoltice.
FOK RENT Large, eool rooms for
PORTERFIELD COMPANY.
light housekeeping; rent reasonable.
(Incorporated.)
524 West Railroad avenue.
110 West Gold Avenue.
In
FOR RENT Three-rooHouse
the Highlands, $12 per month. Adwork
and conveyancing.
dress, Highlands, Citizen office.
Notarial
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms,
for light housekeeping, at 1120
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Noi in S"cond street; no children
house; bath,
FOR RENT A
LAWYERS.
electric light and other modern con- M. Bona.
ave-nIra
enlences. f.24 West Tijeras
32 F street
ATTORN
Washington, D. C. Pensions,
FOR
RENT Three to live room N. W., patents,
copyrights, caveats
houses, modern; also store room. lands, patents,
trade marks, claims.
W. II. McMillion. real estate bro- letter
ft. W. U. Bryan.
ker. 211 West Gold avenue.
Albuquer
ATTORN
for que,
FOR RE.Vf Furnished " room's
M. Office,
First National
housekeeping;
all
conveniences; Bank N.
building.
serened porches. No invalids.
E. W. Oobson.
at 702 East Railroad avenue.
Office Crcm
ATTORN
FOR
RENT Store room; twelve-ro-r- well
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
house eonmcted, one room
furnished; also houses. V. H. McDENTISTS.
real estate dealer, 211
Million.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
West Gold avenue.
Oer.tal Surgeon.
FOR SALS..
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
FOR SALE Good driving horse and the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
buggy.
Inquire at 702 West Coal Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
avenue.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
FOfiTSALE
Office
No. 308 Railroad avenue.
all complete. J. F. Palmer,
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
501 North First street.
Ap
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462.
FOR SALE A good buggy and sad pointments
made by mail.
die horse. Se Walter Allen, at the
government Indian school.
PHYSICIANS.
FOR SALE A handsome "tiardman
DR. R. L. MUST,
piano, in fine condition and almost
For particuLew, at a bargain.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office.
lars, call at this office.
Tuberculosis treated with
tlouoie-ua- r
bUH SALii-- - v nrst-ciasElectrical Current and Gershotgun; bran new micide. Treatments given each day
reled.
nevet has been used; one of th from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
best makes. Call at The Citizen of In attendance. Both 'phones
flee for particulars.
CK. W. G. SHADRACH,
first-clas-
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CITIZEN.

EVKNIXO

A PLUNGE
'n the

SWIMMING POOL.
Open
504 North First Street.
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

KILLthe COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

0NSUMPTI0N
OUCHS and

wbC

OLDS

Price
60c 1 $1.00
Free Trial.

tiureat and Uuickeat Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

j

Daily,
a

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i
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'ALBUQUERQUE

27. 1906.

!43 LOTS

ARE POPULAR
IN ENGLAND

-Kipling

Says

FACE THREE.

jjiiiniiiuimnmT

LONGWORTIIS

Many Americans in

EVEKIXO CITIZEN.

SOLD IN

London-

We

Nave No Gardens.

30 DAYS

SEVERE ON MEAT PACKERS

Lot. $5 down, $5 a month. No Interest
$25 to $150 per
Now is the time to invest before there is any change in price or terms
50-fo- ot

University Heights Improvement Co.,

19 South Second Street

1

Some Rare Old Plays Before

Shakespeare's Time

many other rare items, notably a fino
copy of the first folio edition of
John Knox's
Shakespeare's plays;
. Are Found.
"Book of Common Order," in Gaelic,
or three
15t7,
f which only two
copies are known; several Interesting
Special Cable Dispatch:
Mr. ami
Mrs. poems and letters In autograph ot
London, June
Nicholas lmgwurth, whose visit, here Robert Burns, together with Nelson
A)
proved one of the very Interesting oc- documents and Hyroniana.
currences of the social season, left Taxameters Adopted for London Cabs.
Thursday for Kiel to attend the yacht
The select committee of parliament
regatta. They are expected back today, and on the following day will appointed to take evidence concerning
omnibus and cab traffic of the
be presented at court at Buckingham the
metropolis, has agreed, In spite of
V ni
Palace.
iii.
and stubborn resistance on the
From the very day of tltir arrival violent
ft.
of
part
adoption
of
cabmen,
the
the
to
we're
decidedly
young
people
here the
upon all cabs.
popular and everyone who has met theAttaxatneter
present
the cab traffic Is one
great
I.ongwotth
expressed
Mrs.
has
shilling for two miles. Hut how on
apdignity
admiration for her. Her
can either passenger or cabpeals strongly to the F.uglish and the earth
are
How
man
Judge distance?
charmed
been
kins is said to have
Is?
foreigners
a
to
what
mile
know
he
with her. At Dorchester House
They don't and are habitually overtalked with her at some length, peak- charged.
ing of her father, President Roosevelt,
Cabby, who Is a conservative blockand of conditions in America. He ex- head by nature, resents the taxameter
pressed surprise at findiu-- j her so well in the most stubborn way, but he is,
'
'
informed on purely commercial topics. as usual, wrong, because once a fare,
IKi
i
I
After the visit to Kiel and the re- reasonable, and exact tariff is estabIjng-wort.Mrs.
turn to thi3 city, Mr. and
lished, thousands of people who used
will probably go to Wrest Park. to
a cab on account of the fear
Ambassador Reid's country place, for of avoid
overcharged
will at once
a few days' rest. They will then leave takebeing
to it. Then, as was proved to be
for Paris. It Is not their intention to the case
In Paris, so in London, the
remain long on the continent as the
wllPreap all the greater benetime they have allowed themselves cabmen
fit bv the multiplicity of fares arising
will permit of but short tours in
from the change.
France and Germany.
a
British Press on Packing Scandal.
Many Americans in London.
press
The
British
still brUtlcs with
Notwithstanding the departure of
articles on the American
Bishop Potter, J. Pierpont Morgan scalding
meat scandals and the greed
and many other prominent men, the tinned
of
the
In the packleadwith
are
crowded
the
still
hotels
ing trade, and municipal reformers
life
social
public
of
and
ers
American
enabled to boast of the superiority
of American are
and the representation
of their own methods of local governsocial life Is exceptionally large.
The system of municipal
Fifteen members of the National ment.
slaughter houses has been generally
Civic Federation of the United States,
adopted in the provincial towns, and
who are making a provincial tour and
business is conducted with painsare Investigating the electrical works the
Maneuvers by United States Troops,
2:18 Pace Surburg's Grain Plug Cut To- taking care. The health officer of
and similar Industries under munici- Liverpool,
bacco Stake, $1,000.00.
Baby Show.
where the bulk of Ameripal ownership, will go to Leicester,
2:20 Trot Carnation Cream Stake, $1,000.00.
Jersey Stock Show.
Birmingham and Liverpool, and then can tinned meat is received for the
Kingdom, asserts that the imreturn to Manchester to complete L'nited
2:13 Pace Moet & Chandon's White Seal
Poultry Exhibit.
ports
kept under rigid surveiltheir work Tjefore coming to Ixmdon. lance, are
Champagne Stake, $1,000.00.
and
the
public
that
alarm
Trades
Display.
AmeriSuch versatile and influential
by the scandals Is exaggerated.
2:09 Pace Mitchell Wagon Stake, $1,000.00.
can delegates are not allowed to es- caused
Flower
Parade.
are also frank admissions by
cape British hospitality, civic lunch- theThere
$1,500.00 for Base Ball.
MonteZUma Ball.
press
were
that
there
serious
eons and public diners, which avoid
$1,000.00 Fruit and Vegetable Exhibits.
connected with army victualCarnival attractions, with 20 shows on the
the responsibility of oratory when scandals
ling
during
Boer
war,
the
and
that
Relay Racea.
committing
streets
carnival all the time.
they are anxious to avoid
can never bo safely relaxed
themselves on questions of public and vigilance
Ladies' Half-Mil- e
Race.
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIME.
in
regulation
the
of
supplies.
home
private ownership.
Food competition, it is agreed, is the
Melville E. Ingalls, Milo R. Maltbie antiseptic
of trade, yet when the most
and the college professors who have
British Judgment is passed,
"The hardest 'ball to lilt, In my hitting any ball until lie sees It coni- made speeches have not spared com- tolerant
it remains true that American trade
pliments or lacked discretion.
The has
opinion," says Charles Hickman, of Ing toward him, and ho Is impressed
been
injured
greatly
by
disthe
mission of the delegates continues to
ball unless he
Washington, " is the one it hat. comes that it will le a fair
y
of which the
excite curiosity not unmixed with sus- closures,
jhlts at It. Many players-claithat
press
henlarge
makes
use,
low
on
down
plate,
outside
that
and
the
of the
picion, but the men themselves are
when it is three and two on a pitcher
Chicago
the
packers
monopolies
and
but the fast, high inside ball brings
recognized as practical experts in the are
advantage is with the batter, but
themselves to blame for the heavy its ladle of trouble, to the batters, too. ;the
art of local government.
for me, I had rather have the catl
losses caused by their own reckless bonietunes the batsman
fooled by two and two.
Pitchers are getting
mismanagement of an immense busi- himself, instead of by is
Kipling Is Again Complaining.
the pitcher, foxy. Tiicy are not putting them
I
Rudyard Kipling, who has been ness.
i his
happens when the batsman squarely ever, these days , without
rather quiet of late, has Just found a
up
bis
maids
mind
to
next
you
I
hit
cor-the
.trying
by
to
taking
fool
the
British Marksmen Coming Over.
against
new cause for complaint
ball pitched. That takes place once ners, and there are a number of the
The Duke of Norfolk and General In
Americans. Writing to a magazine on
a wnile with the best or them. pitchers who will try to curve the ball
j
Lord
Cheylesmore
are
collecting
from
English
subject
Garden"
of "An
the
When the batter gets the idea that over even with the count three to
the citizens of Westminister subscriphe says:
will
hit
ae
hall,
next
the
it
two.
is
almost
The
percentage
probability
or
"In America, as I noticed when I tions to the amount of $5,01)0 to impossible to get it cut of his mind, of making a hit Is greater when
traveled round that great country last enable the Queen's Westminister and tne result is tnat he drives away are men on liases than when there
there
year, gardens In our sense of the Volunteers to accept the challenge of at. the next ball whether it is high are not. At such a
time the ipitchcr
word, even in the most fertile states, the Seventh Regiment of New York, or low, in or out, and the chances are is more careful and the
fielders
are conspicuous by their absence. to shoot a return match at Creedmore, hp will strike out, or at best fail to alert, hut such a situation nervesmore
up
Generally householders there, how- I... I., in September, next, for the hit safe.
the batsman and brings out the best
trophy
given
by
Colonel
Sir
Howard
ever rich, seemed to be satisfied with
"A batsman should never figure on there is In him."
The Seventh
Regiment
a little patch of unfenced grass Vincent.
team
a
shot
Westmatch
with
the
dwellings,
around their
in which
grow an aloe, or a tree or two, and minister Volunteers in England last
year, and the Americans were deCASES
creepers
on the wall.
perhaps a few
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
"Mayhap this is to be accounted for feated by a few points.
by the dearness of the land and the
passenger
Fast
and freight service. Steamship ticket to all narta
qualNEWSY PARAGRAPHS
scarcity, expense and unreliable
of the World.
ity of labor.
Connections at Torrance. N M.. with the El Paso ft Southwestern
"In England, as we know, it is difFROM MANUELITA
and Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
ferent; every house, and Indeed,
e, N. M.. with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway.
every cottage, has some attempt at a Special Correspondence.
ADJOURNED
JANUARY
TERM OF
At8anta
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
0 2
Cleveland
..4
garden; that Is, outside of the towns,
COURT
CONVENED
AT
SANTA
Manuelito,
Special
M., June
N.
given
attention
2C
Mr.
handling
to
passengers
of
Batteries:
Mulliu
freight.
and Schmidt;
and
while even in the slums of the cities Bishop is now operator
FE YESTERDAY.
Send your freight Tla the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific rait
at Houck, durHess and Clarke.
one may see plants struggling in the ing
National League.
way. via Torrance, N. M.
the
absence
operaregular
of
the
window-ledges.Washington-NeAt
Washington
back yards or adjoining the
R. 11. E.
At Boston
tor, Mr. McAllister.
Your business respectfully solicited.
rain.
1 York game postponed;
7
4
Ben Evans, a well
Justices of the supreme court arknown brake-ma- Brooklyn
W. H. ANDREWS.
g. B. GRIMSHAW.
1
L
S
Boston
on this division, returned from
rived in Santa Fe yesterday to be
Western League.
Rare Old Plays Discovered.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst.
Batteries;
Mclntyre
Bergen;
and
At Des Moines
January,
Seventeen of the early
English Kansas a few days ag, accompanied
R. H. E. present at the adjourned
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Treas.
and Brown.
1
19i'C, term of court, the first session
Des Moines
4, 8
plays were recent- by his wife and one month old son, Lindamann
3' PnuR. H. E.
At New York
A. L. GRIMSHAW.
2
7 2 of which was held at the oapltol
Pueblo
ly discovered In the library of a gen- of which both parents are very proud. Philadelphia
- w; and Pass. AgL
ti
2
3
Mrs. Anderson, for some time past
Traveling Fit. and Pasi. Agt.
building this morning. It was thought
Batteries:
Morami
Gillenn
Towne;
tleman in Ireland, who was quite un1
1
4
York
New
that all business could be completed
rison and Messitt.
aware of their value and might have operator at Gallup, has gone with her
wrrlCtS
SANTA FE, N. M.
Batteries: Pittinger and Dooin;
At Sioux City
R. U.K. in two days, but Attorney General W.
sold them tor a few pounds. The husband to San Dieeo. fat
and
Rowermau.
Sioux City
to jthey intend to make their home.
volumes were, however, taken
,.6 12 1 C. Held said that the court would be
R. H. 12. Lincoln
one or the Catholic Fathers from At Cincinnati
1 in session all week,
4
as there are
ti
Sotheby, Wilkinson & Hodge and
2
5
Cincinnati
..4
cases to be heard. The luring and Supply Co., appellant, vs.
Sawyer ami Freeze; twenty-onBatteries:
shown to Mr. Hodge, who at once in- St. Michaels spent several hours here, Pittsburg
ti
REAPING BENEFIT.
0
lo
list ot cases set for hearing Is as fol- Warren Wagner, appellee.
Hess, Zackert and Zinran.
formed the owner of the importance last week.
Batteries: Wicker, Frazer und LivMany
whose'
f
the
lows:
Indian
12
children,
Omaha
At
N'3.
R.
1155.
find.
H.
his
of
Teodiclo Martinez, plain- From the Experience of Albuquerque
ingston; l.eever, Lvuch, Peitz and Omaha
5
tiff in error, vs. St. Iouls, Rocky
8 0
From the historic point of view parents live near here, have returned Phelps.
For Hearing June 27.
People.
from
Indian
the
school
at
3
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Michaels
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even
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more
are
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plays
these
Paclilc Railway Co., do-- !
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Chicago
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Shakespeare,
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as
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than those
plaintiff in error, vs. H. II. Gartwrlght,
1
3 1
We aro fortunate Indeed to be able
S. E. Aldrich spent Tuesday in this Chicago
ams ml Zalusky.
No. H5ti. Joseph Scoggln, plaintiff)
give a clean-- Idea of the literary
iii t'endant in error.
3
0
tt
St. I,ouis
to profit by the experience of our
In error, vs. St. Louis, Rocky Moun-growth of England from its rise to city.
N. 11"1. H. L. Baca, et al, plain-Klin',';
neighbors. The public utterances of
Batteries:
Overall
ami
American Association.
Ray Aldrich and Krvo Crumb have
the time of the bard. The plays, an return;
lift's, and Filomena IVrea de Otero, et tain & Pacific Railway Co., defendant! Albuquerque residents on
game
At.
Minneapolis
first
U from Gallup, where it is sui- - Brown and McCarthy.
the follow- will
exceeding
rarity,
of which are of
al, appellants, vs.
Santiago Anaya, in ciiur.
Minneapolis
No. 1158. Santa Fo, Raton & Des ing Buuject win interest and benefit
be sold at Sothebys rooms on June M).sed ihey are practicing to take part
al,
appellees.
el
League.
American
thousands of our readers. Read this
Kansas City
3D, when keen
competition between in the Fourth of July festivities.
No. 1128. Territory of New Mexico, Moines Railroad Co., plaintiff in
'Tis emphatic and conR. H. E.
Second game
Mrs. W. A. L. Tarr. wife of Agent' At St. Louis
vs. St. Ixniis, Rocky Mountain & statement.
English and American buyers is anti
appellee,
flppcl-vs.
Emlllo,
Rosario
vincing. No better proof can be had.
o
4
Minneapolis
Tarr, of this city, with Mrs. Hender- - St. 1ouis
l'aei.lc, Railway Co., defendant In
cipated.
Main.
C.
G.
4
2 Kansas City
4
Lott, for ten years station
The first is "The Trial of Treasure" son. her daughter, spent last Thurs Chicago
Nn IL,.
Territory ex rel. T. S.l
master In Albuquerque, now retired
Batteries: Glade and Rickey; OwAt Toledo-Tol- edo
1576, of which only four other copies day in Gallup, where they attended!
vs.
Hulibell
Annijo.
Perfecto
from active cares of life, residence
are recognized. The second is a 1577 the "Jtsse James" play that evening.. en and Sullivan.
Following the Flag.
No. Hut. T rritory of New Mexico,
315 North Arno street, says: ''I had
R. 11. E. Louis Ule
Mr. Grover, with entire outfit, ha
At Philadelphia
edition of "King Iaryus," unrecorded
When
vs.
our
apappellant,
soldiers
to
went
A.
Cuba
Frank
Hubbell,
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attacks of backache stretching over
o 0
At Indianapolis
in Ixiwndes. The third is a rare edi- camped at the springs, six miles Boston
and the Philippines, health was the a period of three years. One of them
pellee.
2 Coiiimbus
3 VI
tion of John Hale's morality play, north or here, which supply Manuelito Philadelphia
Important
most
No.
Mexico,
Territory
New
consideration.
of
Willis
lit..
occurred shortly before Doan's KidBatteries: Young and Armstrong; Indianapolis
printed by with water by a gravity line. He lias
"John the Evangelist,"
appellee, vs. Joshua P. Church, ap- T. Morgan, retired Commissary Ser- ney puis came to my notice and I
At St. Pau- lJohn Waley. The fourth is "Lusty now completed developing the springs Bender and Sen reck.
geant
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of
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Rural
No.
Route
went to a drug store for a box. J
R. H. 12. Milwaukee
At Detroit
for a (lay r two has been em-- '
Juvenilis;" the fifth Is "Octavla," a and
No llil. Perfecto Armijo, appellee, Concord. N. H.. says:
"I was two knew the causa of uiy trouble arose
5 11
ploy-fSt. Paul
on the pipe une, connecting our Detroit
rare first edition.
years in Cuba and two years in the from Imperfect
vs. ,l. A. Hnry, et al, appellants.
action of the kidneys
Others are : "Jacob and Esau," steel tank to the springs.
being subject to because of the behavior of the kidney
No. 1113. Territory of New Mexico, Philippines, and
!.,,
Mr. Johnson of VVinl,,,.
la
1568; "A Nice Wanton," of which only
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vs.
ellee,
M.
King's
Dr.
took
DiscovNew
Minter,
appellant.
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secretions and their condition
and of those remaining alive more ai.
two copies are known; "Waelth and now foreman of the Santa Fe water HORRIBLE BARBARITY
14 ti.
Territory of New Mexico. ery for Consumption, which kept me
No.
It, but what to do to check
may die, while the balance are In such
j works, spent a day here last
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In
perfect
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Land
'New
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TO DIPPED CATTLE shape that they will be useless for Irrigation Co., appellant.
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best
Kidney Pills effectively stopped the
service this year, even if they ever re'seemed quite tatisfactorv.
N
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troubles
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and
all
que
receives the great benefit I did
man at this place, has returned, dis- - MANY FINE BULLS RUINED BY burned off. and in some places patches pellee,
eases. Guaranteed at all druggist. from that remedy, kidney
complaint,
of the hide are banging and peeling
STRONG SOLUTION OF LIME.
placing Mr. Kayes, wh has returned
50c
Price
Trial
and
bottle
free.
backache and trouble with the kidney
off. We wonder if there are any laws
For Hearing June 28.
to Winslow.
secretions will cease to exist In this
About two weeks ago, two bunches again. t cruelty to dumb animals, in
No. 1IIJ.
Croquet parties are quite popular
W. R. Illant, appellant.
vicinity."
Hints for Planning Your Vacation.
just ai present, and are an attraction of tine hulls, one belonging to the New Mexico, and If so, commend this s. llirsh and Co.. appellee.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
A little note will bring to you our
Nu. 11. Hi.
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Certain persons more or less prominently connected
with the national irrigation congress which expects to
meet In Boise, Idaho, some time next fall, are planning
to secure the adoption of a resolution asking congress
to appropriate $10",0i0.nnn In addition to the receipts
from the sale of public lands with which to push the
construction of irrigation reservoirs, ditches and canals.
The delegates to the irrigation congress may adopt
ail the resolutions they please, but they will hardly get
the national congress to appropriate a hundred million
dollars or any other amount In addition to the proceeds
of the sale of public lands with which to carry on the
work of the reclamation service.
Already that service has expended millions of dollars upon various irrigation enterprises, and the country
is not yet In a mood to Increase the reclamation fund beyond the provision made through the sale of pw'illc land.
Meq who have watched the course of events will be disposed to favor a more conservative policy. Great injury
might be done the arid region as a whole if an extravagant policy were adopted before letting enterprises already under way or completed show what can be done.
Should the irrigation projects already outlined by
the reclamation service prove satisfactory a foundation
would be laid for a request for a larger appropriation
from congress. But an attempt at this time to Increase
the fund might open up the whole question of national
construction of irrigation works; and It is possible that
Instead of giving an increased appropriation, congress
would at the demand of the east do away with the entire
scheme of reclamation tinder the direction of the national
government. It is better to proceed slowly in a matter
of this kind.
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Strongly Putrescent
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Coloradoans themselves scarcely realize the development of the state's Irrigation interests within, the past
But throughout the east widely-sprea- d
irrigation propaganda has created a surprising interest i'1
the general subject of Irrigation, and has fixed a perspective clearer and more rational perhaps than ours.
Imagination has made "poetry" of some of it, but the
comparative and salient superiority of irrigated agriculture is now conceded practically everywhere there.
Statements of tho large net productive returns and
the high figures en Colorado lands; stories of our attractive specialties Greeley potatoes, Kocky Ford cantaloupes, Palisade peaches, Frulta Jonathans, macaroni
wheat, alfalfa, sugar beets, etc. are printed in hundreds of periodicals and read by hundreds of thousands.
The Interest excited is ukiu to that wheh Invests southern California with Its glamor, and has Incited its unparalleled progress. The eastern reader carries mental
valleys, filled with orpictures of our
chards, gardens and delightful homes, a beautiful and
as charming as the scenes In Moorish Spain described
by Irving half a century ago.
Monotonous and uninviting, indeed, to the traveler
who has visited the Grand valley orchards, or has seen
the Rocky Ford gardens and the beautiful farms of
northern Colorado, appear the vast stretches of prairie
and field of Iowa and Illinois. In all tho east there cannot be found so high an order of agricultural development as ours, nor ever will there be. No com growing,
bacon-fe- d
landlord can ever aspire and succeed to the
plane of intelligence, happiness or essential prosperity
maintained by the skilled owner of a typical Colorado
farm.
And at. length the logical results are at hand. The
delayed, but Inevitable, fruition in prices has come. The
farms and orchards of California are intrinsically no
more valuable than are our own, and commercially we
shall soon equal theirs. We have entirely outstripped
the rich prairies of the Mississippi and far surpassed
the famous valleys of the Genesee and the Susquehanna.
It Is no wonder, therefore, that lands in northern
Colorado are beginning to sell for $200 to $4'Hi per acre;
gardens In the Arkansas valley at $3o0 to $."im per acre;
orchards In the Grand at StMKl to $l,oon per acre. And
Instead of the figures receding they will continue indefinitely In the future to advance.
Appreciative home builders are willing and now
ready to pay the prices which will enable them to share
our Ideal and unique advantages, for nowhere In all the
wide world Is offered to life a richer meaning or a deep-e- l
value (ban right here. In our Colorado valleys.
semi-decad-
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The Close Observer was in a decidhe
edly pessimistic mood when
chanced upon the Scribe. The great
problem (if Life, and Its relation to
the Grave, seemed to be the theme In
mind as he opened his vocal batteries upon the Scribe In the following
manner:
"Is there a Life beyond the Grave?"
"I have observed that the Good
Book says so, and 1 have observed
"
that the Clergy says so, but
Here the C. O. dropped his head up.
on his ha. ids and pondered In silence
for a few moments.
The problem
seemed too much for him.
"I tell you," said the C. O., wllh a
sail note in his usual Jovial tones,
"that, question has been asked and
answered ten million times, yet an
swer there Is none thnt satisfies the
soul of man, and until the end of time,
when the millenlum dawn shall flush
the golden west, no answer devised
by man or maid will be forthcoming
to satisfy the craving of that weird,
mysterious thing, the soul, in tys Insatiable desire to tear aside the awful veil that divides the known, from
the unknown, and see, and know, as
only those that see can know, whether
or not Death Is but IJfe's messenger,
leading the way to better things.
'.Mane every prattling babe," went
on the C. O., ' every scnool girl, every
nark robed nun and white sioled
priest, every bird that Hies and creat
ure that crawls, a bearer of mo news
that leatn is but tne opening ot l.ie
way to a better Life; piuciatm it from
H pile of bibles as losli as our own
Sandia mountains, njil still would
Doubt, twin brother of Despiur, linger
ever at that dread portal, throusli
which Ute takea lis hnal Might, siriv-In- g
to gain but a glimpse of tnat Great
Beyond, seeking tor Itself the answer
to the question, 'Is there a Life be
yond the Grave."
"I have witnessed many deaths in
my day,
sadly continued the C. O.,
and I tell you that were you to paint
a picture whose beauty and nitrify
would make the very angels tow their
heads In envy, and name It 'Life Be
yond the Grave,' you would die 'un- honored and unsung;' were you to be
created a poet, the melody of whose
threnodies would melt the world to
tears, and were to tell In your poems
of a "Life Beyond the Grave," the Hall
of haiue would never
know
vour
name; were you a second I'atti to
move millions to pity with your liquid
notes and were to sing of a 'Life Be
yond the Grave," your place among
the stellar lights of the musical world
would always be vacant.
"1 have observed that never yet has
sweetheart stood by her first lover's
bier and praised the powers on high
lor that which robbed her of her love;
hrver yet has mother stood by her
's
grave and called down
blessings as the clods resounded on
the little coffin, upoa the Supreme
Bower that had taken away her off
spring; never yet has wife gazed into
the face of her beloved, clutched in
Death's icy hands, and, as his soul
took flight, exclaimed: "Praise Ye, O
Mighty, who has thus taken my beloved to a better world."
"Nay, but on the contrary I have
observed the pitiful grief of the
n
sweetheart; the
moans
of the once fond mother; the pleading
cry of the bereaved wife, and all were
crying out that that which they had
cherished most be restored to them.
No joyous acclaim that their beloveds
had gone to that- - 'Life beyond the
Grave," only grief, heartaches and a
cry of despair.
"And wherefore, pray, if it is so
certain that there Is "Life Beyond the
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We never before were so well prepared to take good
care of the heat driven Man, with smart looking, comfortable Clothes.

The cool breezes find an easy entrance through our
airy Crashes, Sergei and Homespuns.
Yet, for all their lightness, skillful Tailors have given
permanent shape to the garments that you would think
impossijle in stuff so Zephyr. like.
a

Then your size is here.
Yes, even if you are one of those large, healthy Fellows that most Clothiers think it too much trouble to
bother with.
Wool Crash, Serge and Homespun Suits or Coat and

Trousers.

97-- 20

We'll certainly fix It all right with your purse.

WANTED.
For Zoological Parks.
Live antelope, beaver, otter, wild
turkeys, blue loco, and mountain topknot partridges, fox and black squirrels, blue cranes, wild swans, geese
and ducks; and all sorts of wild animals and birds. Write and tell me
what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
Naturalist, Washington, D. C.
We do It right"
Imperial Laundry Co.

Adams

Embalming
Cor. Fifth

York,

June

27.
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The Douglas International
tween four and five years old and comes us near to being
printed outside of Arizona as it could be. to bo printed in
it, evidently thinks that the president of t lie I'niled
States is a fool compared to itself, when it cmies 10 a
knowledge of Arizona. It says:
"President Roosevelt Is very slow in learning the conditions existing In Arizona and New .Mexico. If he knew
the condition!! he would never advise Arizona to vots for
joint statehood. Roosevelt gets his idea of Arizona and
New Mexico from Heveridge, and Heveridge relies on II.
S. Rodey of New Mexico and Editor Hughes of Tucson."
It would be strange indeed if lie president of this
ountry, especially when he is Theodore Roosevelt
scholar, literatist, statesman and traveler, who is personally familiar with the southwest and with political
conditions In all the country should not know as mjch
of conditions in Arizona as does a little paper published
on the .Mexican border in the extreme south astern part
ef Arizona. The president does not need Heveridge,
Rodey, Hughes, or even the mighty Intel nat lonal American to tell him of he conditions in New Mexico and
Arizona, and what will be 'be result of oilug down
time.
statehood at the pre.-i-u-t
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Prices Very Rea
sonab'e.

MRS. OWEN

j.OiiO;

closiug puces:
Wbeit -- j!y.
Corn- - oiiy, r'i-c- ;

market

NO

WITH A COAL KIRE YOU CAN'T
HELP WASTING, TOR YOU HAVE
TO HEAT THE WHOLE OP THE
STOVE BETORE YOU CAN USE A
PART OE IT.
WITH GAS, YOU CAN'T WASTE
UNLESS YOU DELIBERATELY' DO
SO.
YOU NEED USB BUT THE
PORTION YOU WANT.
ONE JET
MAY BE USED WITHOUT HEATING THE REST OE THE RANGE.
THAT'S HOW YOU SAVE GAS AND
CASH.
ONE FOOT AWAY FROM
THE GAS JET IT'S COOL A PROOF
THAT YOU GET YOUR HEAT
WHERE Y'OU WANT IT. AND NOWHERE ELSE. SEE SAMPLES ON
EXHIBITION AT THE
ELECTRIC BUILDING

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th AND GOLD
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NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.
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EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor and

Oar

Dealers

THE BEST IN TOWN
Per Gallon

BiG TENT

$J.50

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

!

,

LOUDON'Sl'houe JERSEY FARM
Colo.

Red

92.
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dollars subscription.
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PLACE.
'Hi. fioy. Kas., Thief tells this storv at the expelis
f ii
At :i recent party li
s. ici.lv voiiiilt in. 11.
..I .ii
was entertaining a visiting belle who wore one of
gowns. They were the loveliest amis lie civ
saw. be thought. Hut she seemed ill ai ei-- e ."i:d tr ab
remarked with a grimace, "I was vaccinated ; h ' oib
day, and It 'look' beautifully. I could alnio-- i sircj;.;,
hurts so." Tho youth glanced at the flawless white an:
VOU
l':.f
id c Vt'it "Whv wht-t'..Yfl:iim.l
ciliated'.'" " In Hiawatha," replied the visiting girl.
VACCINATING
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Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schllti Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlc.

COT 'EM MUCH MIXED.
ADMISSION 15 CENTS.
A Missouri editor is In trouble, says the Noitouvi'l
Closing Stock Quotations.
11..
written an article concerning a rceeM
Ne.i
Yon;,
June 27. F. How ing W.
SWAIN'S DRAMATIC COM
w eie
fire and also an obituary of a particjlitrly penurious elf.
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Atchison, common
zen. In making up the forms the foreman got the
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mixed and tile following cum.' out in the paper: "Tin Atchison, nrel'erred
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I'elins.Oania
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hot was poveroil bv insurance. " The widow declares A 111a! amcd Coppc'
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HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

BOWLING

Bar

Follow ing

Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a pleasure to us.

T

Provisions.

Ctiican'i, June 27.

MOLLSZNBECK HOTEL

E
S
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strong; sheen. H.Hufia:

BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

w

t

;) ii.2j.
Receipts.

A. C.

AT THE

Chicago Live Stock.
Cattle Receipts,
2;i,ooii;
ust grades .steady; Millers
lower; beeves.
$4ifii).o5;
cows and
iters, $1.25(Tio; stockers and feed-is- .
$ " Mifj 4.40;
Texans, $4.t)0'i 4
$

DINSDALE.

Always Something

Chicago, June 27.

alves.
Sheep

0

Proprietor.

dull

,t per cent.

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

Avs.

.iry Rooms.

New York Money Market.
Money on call.
New York, June
firmer, a' 2 ,s r; is ',4 per cent; prime
lvt-r-

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

and unchanged; lead, dull, at

mercantii

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

Spelter,

Cop;;-r-

UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

:

Specially

Our
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s,

New

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS

FAYWOOD,

,11pf!!i!i

MARKETS

Copper and Lead.

EASY TO REACH.

Los Angeles, Calif.

St. Louis Wool.
Mo., June 27. Wool
steady and unchangoJ.

St.

Is

Street and Railroad

tear

27.

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

& Dilgard

Grand Central Hotel

my
pulsating heart from Its confines of
clay and lay it on the sand hills of
New Mexico, to be fed upon by the
carrion crew, the skulking coyote
' "
but this "Life beyond the Grave
The C. O.'s head dropped once more
into his palms, and thus the Scribe
left him, left him to work out, as all
of us must, for himself, the great and
myterious problem of Life and Death.
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June
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Funeral Directors

"Sooner than doubt the presence of Large.
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SCREEN TIME
here. Door and Window
screens mads to order.

Is

Solo agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. II. i kin Ai Co.'s Coffees,

n's Gianite Flour.

ADMISSION

ONLY

15 CENTS

ALBUQUERQUE PLANING
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Staple and Fancy

STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
Tho undersigned Is prepared

Groceries.

EVERYBODY.

we-ter-

!"

&

Im-ho- d

.".

--

F. C. PRATT

lliilahoro

Creamery llutter
Earth.

Best

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

c

make trips to and from the celel-ra'-eJEMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
desired can be secure
from t;eorto H. Moore, No. 113 We-- !

,ui!riaJ
-

fvenue-

-

JAMES T. JOHNSTON.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27,

HON. FRANK

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

A.

VIGIL

I1UBBELL

ALLEGES

Libel

Nexico Will Give Big Majority

statehood. It Is
In favor of joint
highly probable that no opportunity
will be presented to eit.ier one of the
territories for admission to the Vnion
on any terms for many years to come,
if a negative vote is cast at this time.
The blii offers $5.0tH),nmt in cash.i
with the right to select, four sections
in each township in the new state,
and the right t3 seiect lieu lanus
where any of these four sections are
inside of Indian or other reservations,
and In addition to this it 'provides for
lands to Institutions, as follows: Insane asylum, 200,000 acres;' penitentiary. 200,000 acres; deaf, dumb and
hosminers'
blind, 200,000 acres;
pital, 100,000 acres; normal Bchool,
200,000 acres; charitable, penal and
reformatory, 200,iK,,t acres; Agricultural oalke, 3)0,t)00 acres; School
or Mines. 200,000 acres; Military Institute. 200,000 acres; public buildings and for payment of bonds heretofore and hereafter issued therefor. 192.000 acres, making a total of 1.792,000 acres.

new-state-

CREAM

ICE

-

New-Mexic-

MURPHY
SEES NO STATEHOOD

AT LAS CRUCES
PARLORS ClOSED-

AND ARIZONA

NEW MEXICO

-!

OF A LONG STORY

Warrants sworn to yesterday by
Eslavlo Vigil before Justice of the
Pence Craig. In which Vigil charges
M. Sandoval, .president of the Ia
i'1'inion Publica Publishing company,
Deputy tOierlff Coulter, with
and
criminal libel, had not been served
at a late hour this afternoon,
and
was
Chat they
the understanding
would not le served M'f.ire the early
part of nxt week. The caure of this
delay Is not apparent.
Vipil complains that he was libeled
in an article published in the above
mentioned Spanish paper, signed by
Coulter. The trouble grows out of
an election for school trustee, hem
In i;m las several weeks ago.
After
the election an article igncd by
Vigil, appeared in the I.a Handera
Americana, charging that deputy
s.er.ffs were used ai the polls' to in
fluence VJterg for t.ie county administration ticket. I puty Siieriif Montcya and Vlfiil engaged In a fistic encounter on the county court house
steps as a resu.t of the Vigil article,
and as ft result of the fight. In which
witnesses say Vigil was worsted.
Mont ova was put under a peace bond,
in
sworn to by Vigil. Montoya,
turn, requested that Vigil also be
placed under a peace bond. On this
complaint Vigil was arrested by .Deputy Sheriff Coulter. wh subjected
Vigil to the humiliation of alxmt three
minutes in the county bastile. For
this humiliation Vigil attacked Coulter
In another signed article in the La
Handera Americana. It was in an an
swer to this latter article, publibhed
by Coulter in Ia Opinion hnblica, t..at
. igll alleges that he was libeled.
It is charged that Coulter questions the integrity of Vigil while the
laiter held the responsibility of county
superintendent of public Kcnivds

or public land ever made to any state
coming into the I'nioti. and no state
ever
received a cash donation.,
t'pon tlje admission of the
t'le citizens of New Mexico and
Arizona, naturalized or natives, American or Mexican, become In fact, full
fledged citizens of the United States,
enjoying all the rights and privileges
oi such citizens, and the new state
will have two senators and two representatives in congress to protect
its Interests, and the people, will have
the right to elect tneir public officers,
the governor. Judges, district attorneys and all others included, wlta-ou- t
let or hindrance or dictation from
anywhere or from anybody. And
there will je no incumbent of a public office in the new state who can
say that ne Is not one of the people
cf the state of Arizona.
In my opinion, the territory of
will give not ess than 20,000
majority for Joint statehood.
Yours truly,
FRANK A. HCHBE1.U

CLOSING

SUNDAY

SEQUEL

TORY WILL CERTAINLY VOTE
TfcREST.
DOWN PROPOSITION.
Special Correspondence.
X. O. Murphy of PhoeLas Cruces, N. M., June 2ti. Sunday nix. Ariz., who arrived in the city
yes
the entire business portion of the terday afternoon on private business,
town was closed up tight In pursunice stated hof.ire leaving last night for
of an order of Governor Mugernia'i, Las Vegas, that he was of tin; firm
.- .u
that Arizona would vote
,
dosing law is not violated. I his is conviction
te hood by an over- in the history of Lus
.. "'"L!.
the first
VSh no question whatever as
Cru. es that the town has been closed
on unaay. lveu me ice uraui imi
will vote, and if t lie
to how
lors were shut, no Ice was delivered people Arizona
any
New Mexico
to the waiting customers, and tw us- doubt onof the subject, all entertain
to
they
ual band concert in the plaza was dis- do Is to send a committee ofhave
their
pensed with.
citizens in whom they have en
The remains of Miss Kate Lemon best confidence,
to their sister terri
were interred In the Catholic ceme- tire
to find out and report the true
tery yesterday. Miss Lemon died tory
situation,' said Mr. Murphy
several clays ago In San Antonio, TexFormer Governor Murphy conceded
as, at 35 years of age. She was a that
Apache county might give a ma
district
deputy
lenion,
of
John
sister
jority for statehood, but added that
court clerk, and of Mrs. Callta Ken- this
only county In the terrl
nedy, and a half sister of Deputy Sher- tory was the
that could by any possibility be
iff William Rynerson of El Paso.
Induced to cast a majority vote for
Mrs. Hannah Burke and children joint
statehood.
for Kansas
will leave very shortly
Speaking of the growth and devel
City, Kas., to make their home. Mrs. opment.
of Arizona Mr. Murphy stated
Burke has lived on the orchard which ,,,
... ...
nil llltllinil
Qil'l till
ICS i.....,
ItHC
,.!
n.n.n Ati.ht.uin Hlt llllllill
..1...
'
HevcVai
died
years. Her husband
Presrott district, and that he predicted
f
"1at
There was no preaching in the athe territory.fu
Presbyterian, church Sunday because
of the absence of the pastor. George
IS A
W. Dunlap. who is on a visit to his HERE
Hick son in Peoria. 111.
SECOND SCOTTV
There are three candidates In the
field for the local postoffice. They
are Allan J. Papen, the present post
Wellington, Kas., June 27. "(limine
master, Thomas Brannlgan and Henry
I)t,ciai train, quick;
want to go to
.awm-fl 1VHI1 lhl fi! K'l1 (1 v itlit!!
A.V.I
....
'!
Dr. R. E. McBride is expected back be i lls' .id t;p to the Santa Kej ticket
from his eastern trip Thursday morn- office here. Agent Earl Taggart gaped
ing. The doctor's family will remain and stared at the speaker, who, lean
in the east for several months.
ing over the window of the office,
Mrs. Dr. Petln and daughter left for looked at hi'ii with a look of deter
Vera Cruz, Mexico, to Join the doctor, initiation.
What?" gasped Taggart,
where he is practicing.
weakly. People don't order a special
train ordinarily with as much sang
"DOWN ON THE FARM"
frold as if calling for a ticket to
.

PROBABLY MEANS BIG
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DRAWS

BIG HOUSE

c vaj a i iki
rnuDiuvl
noAMAnx
di avc Tn i ipr.c Aiinirwc- c"WHAT WOMEN WILL
TONIGHT,
X
The Swain Dramatic company presented to a fair sized audience last
delightful
comedy
evening
that
Down on the Farm." a companion
piece to Way Down East." and just

i)tu m

it

u

n mnui

CONSOLIDATION
OF
FOUR
THE
WHOLESALE
LIQUOR
ESTABLISHMENTS OF
THIS CITY.

For the past few days rumors have
atloat in the city that the four
wholesale liquor establishments
Meyers Company, Uachechi &
Stern. Sciiloss & Co., and'Melini
& Eakiu
were about to consolidate,
and in the future, instead of four
business houses, there would be only
Ik en

Kr-ne- si

i.

two.

Rumor also had It that the ternest
Meyers Company would move lis
stock, now ou Silver avenue, to Kail-r:aavenue, consolidating with that
of Stern, Schloss & Co., and that the
stock of Mennl & Kakin would be
consolidated with that of BachechI &
Olonil. on First street.
of
This morning a representative
The EVen ins Citizen called at tne
store of Stern, Sciiloss & Co., ana
found proprietors from the four stores
present. On .being questioned, Mr.
Stern, who was the spokesman, stated that the consolidation was In contemplation, but no drflnite conclusion
had as yet neen readied. An inventory, however, would be taken or tne
stock of the four stores, the liquors
would be gauged, and after this had
Rome,
been nccomilished,
definite
conclusion would proliably be reached
as to consolidation.
The gentleman requested The Evening Citizen to abstain from announcing, as a certainty, that the
consolidation had been agreed on,
and, aftfr securing the above information, Mr. Stern announced that that
was all they had to say regarding
the matter at present.

...
.. 1,
!
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS
n
Mtla.i
'to Alva, quick, right away," reiterated
the man in a hurry.
On July 2 the Fraternal Brotherhood
1 aggart recovered from
hia sur- - will hJld a public installation of offPrise, rushed upstairs with his order icers In their lodge rooms in the Elks'
minutes an engine and opera house, to which invitations will
"f stcoda. In w front
;car
of the depot, h:ss- - be issued. The program as arranged
ing with steam, ready ror a lightning for this occasiou Includes the Instalrun to Alva after the Panhandle ex lation ceremonies, a niusicale, dancpress.
ing und refreshments.
The circumstances that led up to
A small pocket book, belonging evi-

1 1 1 1

i

(k.(,

have just received
large shipment ot

fib- -.

.n

nlj

Our prices are the lowest.

-

Mlbert Fafoer

-

m.i

m

it

1 1

)

tin t i

308-31-

Railroad Ave.,

0

000000-0-

m i i ) i i ) t ) t CORflMM,
O. A. LARRAZOLO.

addresses, among them an address of
welcome by fclwln J. Brown, presl-ideof the Madison County Historical
by
Society; and other addresses
County Judge Michael H. Kiley, Mayor
John II. Richardson, ex Postmaster
General Thomas 1 James.
W. D. Honrd of Wisconsin. Captain W. .1. Barnett, V. S. N., of Wash- Washington, D. C, June 27.
general order will be issued from the Ington. D. C; former Secretary of the
Treasury Charles S. Fairch'l
nud
uw tinr,;irtm..nt in a fnw iiavs. civ- - others.
Ing instructions In regard to the ex- ercises of the mobilization of troop MEETING OF COMMERCIAL
In the summer at Mount Oretna and
ANQ ,NDUSTRAL INTERESTS
,
u.B uuiei mx am(
oi vuu
(;ll(jM(leni
Aia., j,lc 27. Tile an
u nas ueen aeciuea iu iioiu no uum nual meeting of the
Alabama Combattles and to Indulge in nothing of a mercial and Industrial
spectacular nature. The work of the opened Tiere today and will Association
remain In
troops, both regular and militia, will session two days. The attendance
Is
operations; unusually large and every part t the
be confined to practical
anil exercises which tend to harden state is well represented. .The local
life and train; merchants and manufacturers
soldiers to
have
them for the hardships and exposures made every effort to arrange an In
of field work. There will be abundant terstlng and attractive program for
marches ami night bivouacs away this meeting and It is expected to be
from the regular camps. There may a complete success
be at each of the camps a final re- view, which will be attended, as far PHARMACISTS OF YORK
a sponsible, by distinguished officers.!
STATE IN SESSION.
as possible that General Hell, chief
Niagara Falls. N. Y., June 27. Sev
camps
of
all
the
of staff, will visii
eral hundred pharmacists
from all
d
some time in their existence,
parts of the state are here to attend
Washin
work
he can leave his
the annual convention of the New
ington. This may not be possible for lork State Pharmecutical
Associa
any length of time, since his assistant tion. In connection w.ih the conven
of
will,
a part
General T. H. Berry,
tion an Interesting exhibition of drugs
the time, be absent In Europe, where and pharmaceutical appliances has been
including
goes,
he
arranged, which is attracting consld
wlthther officers,
General P. W. Duvall, to witness the erable attention, 'ihe convention will
Arrange
German army maneuvers.
last three days and there will be a
ments have also been made lor a banquet and other social features In
representative of the general staff at honor of the visiting members.
each or the camps for tne purpose 01
technical observation of the work of CUPID WINS IN AN
the troops. The officers who have
charge of the camps, such as General
OTHER CONQUEST
Grant, at. Mount Gretna, where ihe
New York militia will be sent, are enJ lie arrival
joined to see to It tha.'thero Is the
of Uie California limned
least possible amount of a soldiers' today on schedule time hud much to
show, and that everything Is done to do in assisting Cupid in another
c
thp rnnins n serious and business niiPHf
like aspect.
"I would lllie 11 marriage license,
please, sir, said a young man to ProIMPROVEMENTS PATENTED
bate Clerk Walker this morning.
ON TORPEDO BOATS.
"Where Is the girl?" queried
New York, Juno 27. It has Just clerk in an official tone of voice. the
authoritatively
announced
that
been
"Why she Is on the limited," said
the International Power company has the young man.
purchased the Hereshoff patents on
"Well, you will have to have her
torpedo boats. Charles V. Herreshoff, ':ere to endorse the certificate
In my
granted,
were
patents
whom
these
to
presence. Of course," continued the
will take complete charge of the man- Kind hearted clerk,
"ir the train Is
ufacture of torpedo boats for the com- lato I will come over
to town and
pany.
bt ng my record nlong If it will assist
recently
taken
has
Mr. Hereshoff
you any."
out patents for alcohol motors to b'
' Well, we were to
be married this
With
these
torpedo
boats.
installed In
afternoon, and If the train is on time
boilers,
steam
of
motors used instead
we can make it nil right." With this
It is said. It will be possible to turn the young man
An hour later he
out torpedo boats or the same length returned with aleft.
blushing young lady
and tonnage as the boats now In use, tn pink.
the present
but of only one-ha'She was as pretty as nnv June
weight and draft. With smaller draft. bride ever dared
to be, too," added the
it is pointed out, Die effectiveness
lorpeuo uoai.s win uu greatly in- tlrk
Miss Cairle Chadwlck and Fred H.
creased, as they will be uble to make Matieson, tnty wrote
their names nertheir way up rivers at present not vously.
navigable by them because of shallowThis nflcrroon at 3 o'clock, at thf.
ness. With the weight of the boats parsonagi
of the Kirnt Baptist church,
decreased, it will be possible for one the nuptial knot
that made Miss
or more of them to be carried on the (hadwlck Mrs. Matteson
was tied by
deck of a battleship.
Kev. J. w. McNeil, who performed
j'he ever pretty ring service. Those
REUNION OF HOOD'".
TEXAS BRIGADE. present v. re Charles and Will
Tex.. June 27. The an-- I wltli "'e Cold avenue sheep commls-nnreunion ()r Hood's Texas Hrigade lon brokers, who are brothers of the
opened here today and several thous- - bride. Tonight Mr. and Mrs. Matteson
and visitors from all parts of the state wH h'avi lor a honeymoon to be spent
are here to take part in the reunion, ''i southern California,
M"'"Matteson Is the daughter of A.
which will last two days. An inter- esting program has been prepared for Chau'wlck, a wealthy real estate dealer
the event and almost every honr willjf Kansas -City. Mr. Matteson has
bring some pleasant surprises and en-- ' 1"'' n in New- Mexico a couple of years
noicm a responsible poami u incur-itertaining features.
sition with ihe Knnrh Supply company
CENTENNIAL OPENS IN
at Magdalena, where be will take his
ONEIDA, NEW YORK bride to reside.
Oneida. N. Y., June 27. The opening event of the Madison County Cen- The picnic oaskets for sale at the
tennial will lake place at the KlrFt ' Mcintosh Hardware company's store
Itaptlst church this evening, when a are indispensable for outing parties.
large meeting will be held, with music,
A Citizen Want ad does thi work.
singiim of patriotic songs and several;

....,

MOBILIZATION
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SUMMER TROOPS

N. Af. jj

l

JULY

The Great Carver, Champion Shot of the World.
Evil Spirit of the Plains, with His Diving Horse

Combination. World's Greatest Sensational Show

.

pro-vie-

con-uiv-

Don't fall to se Dr. W. F. Carver',
his marvelous exhibition with shot
gun and rifle.
His Five Famous Diving Horses
never disappointing or making a mis- take.
The World's Greatest Sensation
the Girl In Red riding the clown horse
Cupid in his
dive.
In

40-fo-

j

The Flying Automobile the mos
daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
the world baa ever known.
The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
who will successfully ride Silver King
In his
dive.
Excursion trains and special round
trip rates over railroad. Don't forget
the date
40-fo-

WEDNESDAY, JULY 4th

TRACTION PARK (Fair Grounds)
.

ADMISSION, 50 cents

.

FREE A

25-ce-

Bottle of Williams' Liquid
Bottle
Shampoo with a

nt

Antiseptic
of Maack's Celebrated Hair Tonic.
75-ce- nt

Cooling and invigorating to the scalp.
iiiAt'ao an1 nrnvon t a rlanrlTll

to the hair.

Prevents the- hair falling out.
-

forty-secon-

The Williams Drug Co.
THE BLUE FRONT.
Both Telephones.

117 West Railroad Avenue,

YOU GET HOLD OF A
GOOD CIGAR?

When you tackle one of the Whita
s.
Lilys, Perfectos, Panatelaa or
'TlBn't Just chance they're
bulk that way; the bunding materials
are selected from the best, and the
construction la attended to by 'master mechanics" in cigar making. The
White Lily sells at five cents for on
or $2 for fifty.
Cob-eha-

A.

J.

1134 WEST

COPVRtCiMT

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUfc

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The

telephone

makes

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

the

lighter, the csres less,
and the worries fewer.

duties

0
0

Manzanita Hall

o'.

Re--

Your money back If not satisfactory.

lf

1

j

Albuquerque,

i

.

I"'

a

Roll Toy
Desks, Flat and Standing
Desks, office Chain1
Book
Cases, Typewriter
Stand
and Tables.
Wa guarantee our Una to
represent the best workmanship and high cut class ot
cabinet work. The desk ytra
buy of us will not fail to
pieces in a short time, thna
causing you much annejr-anc-

al

An-',or-

Library 9

We

i

me specia. were quae dently 10 some high flyer from ihe
u ravm euii.ii
character of his expense account,
""II ' seiii. piioiing nueen nomeseeh was picked up on South Second street
fn ne k..,. in,rot
ers
New
to
Mtxico,
long
tarried
too
at
'Jaiti morning end left at this office
The members of the company were
lut f11"" The owner may recognize- his prop"'"""-"-n.
all happily rust, and Mr. Menkenmel- - "
ol;?l ,n,',,! n?t!!?lt ,ne erty by ne following words written
ier. their comedian, proved His ability K" ck V
No.
to Wellington therein: "I don't, care where 3 tni
to do straight comedv as well as
n'adu a ie.:ord breaking trip in a bi going, but I am on my way."
black-face- .
10 the Sama Fe station and there got
The story told iu "Down on the
Word comes from Long Beach, Cal.,
Farm" Is of a hapless girl, led astray- bis fpec'al.
Mat the Farr family is having a fine
ae
through a mock marriage which
lime. .Miss Margaret Farr, the pretty
...nrwk.i AIXU
believes legal, who applies to 'Squire U,
IYlrKKUN
little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Uartlett for eniploynii nt, and Is taken
liam Farr. celebrated her 7th birthLAKIUUil day ou iat Saturday. June 23, giving
in to assist with the housework. The
a Japanese lunch party to a number
inevitable foll:ws. David, the son of
of little people of Long Beach. Miss
the 'squire, whom It is intended thai
During
O.
Hon.
.V
absence
of
the
Margaret. Flonrnoy, daughter of Mr.
wed his cousin, .Uabe), falls in love
,h
terri-tcity
from
the
andiMarr,,n'
?
',f
with the housemaid. Annie Moo.e.
aud Mrs. John C. Flournoy of this
sprung
')tic
has
'he
neighboring gsips. learning
city, was one of Mis Farr'g guests.
"
It is un.icrsioid
niea past, tell Ihe 'squire, who iu ihe'
the weather at Ing
waking
Mr.
Marron
,ftlHS
ml.lur ..T a
Ltiirin tiitw thf tMfl
lk'df-Is cool and delign'ful, and ihe
spread-eagl- e
speech,
oi
supposedly
out and in ihe lust act she is louud. a
Albuquerque colony there doing nic- r July, and at his foot
iyla- nearly frozen, bv her
t
,....
i
a
a
ve
ot
rep'esen
Jiiister Urun,
vi.i
thi
i...,,, ,,,r himexif
'
A SCHOOL
Juan C. Armijo. sou .f Mrs. N. I'.
and saying:
tnuli concerning h. r alleeed shame, Pl'lming to ihe orator wltn
Amiijo, is making quiet preparations
him.
lo
FOR BOYS
which develops the lact of ihe m ck J
the side oi jjr. .Jjrr n are these to ceb brat tomorrow, his
marriage, and a happy
birthday. Juan is one of Lie
PALO ALTO. CALIFORNIA.
probably an extract from the
is affected, and David Sets his Annie words,
wtalthy native ci'izens of Albuquerfor tblr'ein9 years has been sending Ix'.vs into Stanford university and
All of ihe characters were well han Imaginary Fourtj of July sjieech: que, and although unpreienMous and
the technical schools and higher instl'utions of the east. One teacher to
dled by Mr. Swain's company last ev- - "Our ixilitical ins itu'ions are but the of a very quiet disposition, be never- every
Uys me;tns borough and successful work. The
fiv
of the
i
me "".
" , V
ening. in a iiianmr entirely acceptable ,.
a
enjoys his bachelor life in
school, near a great university, and in the most, neautiful valley in Caliour iatners putuietj. theless
n.iihy rtiiH-.-;o those present.
way tnrirely sat isfact ry to himself.
inspiration and every facility for the development or
Tonight the company will produce-i- lifts her awful and rebuking face Toiuoriow. n, doubi. his old time city fornia, has furnished
1 1111
t qually upon
mind
und body.
care under bbal dormitory system, classical
the cowarJ, wlio would
their big lent opixisite the K!ks' sell,
and the brassard, who would friends will call on him a' his ro ni ami scientific courses. Modern languages under foreign teachers. Three
itieaier, '"Wliat Women Will Do."
011 Silver avenue, and
they will be iiuildiuifs kitli well equipped laboratories good gymnasium, well stocked
II
pr
ills precious gifts."
royally received and will lc furnished library. Ample grounds for athletics wliiili are given under a trained
with the very best
l.c obtained.
ENGINEER ROGERS RE- lnstr ic'or. New cinder track for the c uning year. Catalogue illustrated
POLICE COURT.
views sent on rcq ies nth year begins Aug. 2, 1 ;.
Business in police circles is again
The Knights of Columbus will glve tr im
CEIVES SCALP WOUND on th' blink, only one case, a drunk :t informal social an I inusical en
J. LEROY DIXON. Principal, Palo Alto, Cal.
up
nt to the members and tlielr
bit over from yesterday,
Millady
Judge
Poiic
friends tomorrow. Thursday.
before
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Machinery,
j. b. BLOCK, Prop,
including bent the Affidavits, at the West Bowl- Friday through in one day. only
complete,
wounil made was sufficiently large
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line with charge of s'ock en route.
roller ing Alleys.
Jen tz Hot Springs, New Mexico.
to require several stitches
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l.as Cru:e, N. M.
Trv a Citiin WaLt ad.
Try a Citizen Want ad.

"lI

or the Home

I

1 1
1 1 1
I,as Vegas, N. M.. June 23.
W. T. McCrtlglit. Business Manater of The Citizen Publishing Co.,
4
Albuquerque, N. M.
Gen'lemen In answer to your request for an expression f my
opinion in the matter of the acceptance or rejection, by the people of
New Mexico and Arizona, of the offer of Joint statehood made to us
by the recent enabling act of congress, I beg to say that I feel nw.
as I hive always felt, t.'iat the Jointure of the two territories '
Into one state is preferable, by far, to their separate admission as
suca.
The reasons for such chok e are quite obvious to me. and I sincer.ly hope that, following a calm and intelligent, consideration of
the subject, a large ma rity ,of the people of both territories will
apprecia e the advantages to be derived by the acceptance of the 4
it
A different
result I shall al- offer, and that they wl..
ways believe to be a most deplorable misfortune. The sacrifice of
an honored and historic name for tht- sake of the common good.wlll
v ever speak highly f.T the patriotism of the people of this territory.
the blessings of f
wh'i will part wltn It as the price for securing
American citizenship unto themselves and tnelr posterity, but It
will yt bring a blush of shame to the future American historian
4 when he conies to record this piece of historical vandalism on the
pages of his countrv's historv. I am very respectfully yours,
i
1 1

Business

of

A.

out-do-

e

.

0.

Man

Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, inj
Expressing His Views in a Letter to
The Evening Citizen.
V

for its Passage.
And t!ien in addition to this. 5 per
W. T. McCreight, Husincss Manager!
of an the cash received ny the
cent
Company.!
Publishing
of the Citizen
government for public lands hereafAlbuquerque, N. M.
ter sold, less the cost of selling the
Dear Sir Your letter asking my same.
This splendid d nation amounts, in
views on the statehood question. and;
cash
whether I am opposed or In favor addition to the $5.0110,000 of upon
tnereof. is hereby acknowledged, and alove mentioned. to millions
I understand
that
I present these facts showing that I millions of dollars.
In the senate In tha debate upon the
am In favor cf statehood:
one reasonable mil it was estimated to be equa4 to
I cannot see but
Even If tiiiw was
thing for the people of Arizona and, about $.10,000,000.
New Mexico to do. and that is to vote exaggerated, it is the largest grant

The

Warrants Sworn Out
So Says Hon.
Yesterday Are Not
Yet Served.

I HE

DESKS FOR THE BUSY MAN

ABLE TO SINGLE STATEHOOD

.

In Favor of Joint Statehood, and iklives New
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JOINT STATEHOOD PREFER- -

HE WAS LIBELED

PRESENTS STRONG ARGUMENT

ClIlZEK.

EVENING

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

JOSEPH

1

(20

I

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

The St. Elmo

1

YOUR

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

A.

J
I

Wines, Brandies. Etc. ?

a AMPLE

AND
CLUB ROOMS

0

f

11

:

TO THE LADIES:

-

JEMEZ HOTSPRINGS STAGE LINE

Hut weather Is here too warm to wash and iron. 8en4 your
Shirt. Waists and White Dresses to uh.
We will laundry them correctly and will deliver them to you In a nice box they will not I
crushed or wrinkled. Iiornetttc or glo?3 finish.
Back of Postoffice.
Call the Red Wagons.
Auto., 319; Colo., Red 148.

b-- t-n

x

t

Imperial Laundry Go,

,

--

to

r

h0laV:Prin'Sl,ri

Trimble

Co., Agents, Albuquerque.
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"MONK," ONE OF NEW YORK'S
"QUEEREST CHARACTERS. HAS
BROKEN
THE
RECORD
FOR
.
TOUGHNESS.

of people ar s'arvi.i? with
fall stomach.
You ktiDw, It's nnt Ho-- m'-i-Eat, but how we Digfr.t that
make3 U3 Strong, or Brainy, or Saccesf j'..
When ths Bowe's are filled with undigested food we may be a great deal
worse off thati if we were half starved f ar
want of Food.
Because, f iod that stays too lor.f; In the
Bowels ducays there. Just as if it stayed
too long in the open air.

LOTS

n1 '(rPZsy

Special Correspondence:
New York, June 26. One of the
queerest characters of the East side
is Monk," known as the Ininmn India
rubber ball. In Attorney street, where
or twenty years the fellow .has lived
the life of a tramp. It Is said thnt
nothing short of a dynamite explosion
would kill him.
"Monk's" true name Is Mux Davidson. Here are some of the tilings
that have happtned to hint In twenty
years, and he says he Is In good

Vm

lv

tiealth:

Thrown from a second-storwindow
onto a pavenu'tit. Unhurt.
Stabbed four times, one gash nine
Inches long.
Hoth legs and arms fractured at
various times.
Keet frozen twite In one winttr.
Went to sleep In an open enrt and
'was shoveled out fr "i tinder three
feet of fiiow.
Hasn't slept in l,t- l jor nineteen

--

5Wtrf
1

.

y

"

"

v :r
.it

II
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Well, when food decays In the Brveb,
through delayed and overdue action, what
happens?
;
The millions of little Suction
that line the Ho vels and Intestines then
draw Poison from the decayed Food.
Instead of the Nourishment th:y v?re
Intended to draw.
This Poison gets Into the blood and,
In time, spreads all over the body, unless
the Cause of Constipation la promptly
removed.
That Cause of Constipation Is Weak,
or Lazy, Bowel Muscles.
Pu-np-

-

i

wf h

i

.mSIh
1

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 27.

To Get More Strength
from Your Food

HUMAN INDIA RUBBER BALL

ytars.

CITIZEN.

EVKXIXO

ait

His couch Is the stone noor of a
grow flabby
tenement basement.
When your
Struck in the eve by a stone thrown
they need Exercise to strengthen them
from a roof.
not " Physic" to pamper them.
Blind for four years, one eye havThere's only one kind of Artificial
ing disapieared.
Exercise for the
Shot in the lnug, the bullet remainIts name b " CASCARETS," and its
ing in his iiody.
is Ten Cent3 a box.
price
His. IhkIv Is a mass tf scars and
act like Exercise on the
Cascarets
cuts. He lives by begging food and
Muscles of the Bowels, and ma.s them
drink, and In hard times eats refuse
stronger every time they force these
Which he picks from garbage cans,
Muscles to act naturally.
-lie says he 'has gone for five days
V'
The stronger these Muscles propel the
without food, but never that long
food, the stronger does the friction of the
without beer.
Though blind he boxed two rounds
food acton the flow of Digestive Juices.
with a tough young East side prize
The more of these Juices that act on
fighter and was awarded the decision.
food, the more Nutriment does that food
For a drink Monk will i.mstrate
turn Into, and the richer nourishment do
MAX DAVIDSON, THE INDIA RUBUEit MAN.
iiow Jim vorbett knocked out John L.
the little Suction Pumps of the Intestines
Sullivan at New Orleans. He takes
a position a the head of a stone stair- blow on the point of the Jaw, and fall hours after this exhibition. He is 41 draw out of ft.
way leading to the lmsement where backward down the steps. On one; years old, and is said to be the son of
lie sleeps. He will deal himself a occasion he was unconscious for nine (wealthy parenls.
TRAGEDY AT KELVIN-MA- X
Bowel-Muscl-

j

Bowel-Muscle-

s.

It ned3 only one Cascaret
to s!:muiateall the Bowel-Muscl-

Communication Made Easy

at a time

enough,
discomfort or loss of

without purging,
nutrition.
So, If you want the same natural
e
that a
walk In the country
would give you, (without the weariness)
take one Cascaret at a time, with intervals
between, till you reach t.'ie exact condition yau desire.

One Cascaret at a time will properly
cleanse a foul Breath, or Coaled Tongue,
thus proving clearly Its ready, steady,
s ire, but mild and effective action.
A coming Headache can be warded off,
in short order, by a single Cascaret, and
the cause removed.
s
Heartburn,
in the throat, and Colicky feeling are sure
signs of Bowel trouble from food poisons,
and should be dealt with promptly.
One Cascaret will stop the coming
trouble, move on the Bowel load, and free
the Digestive Juices, If that one Cascaret
i3 taken as soon a3 the first sign3 are
noticed.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

Notaries

Public-Reven-

to

ceipts-Commissi- ons

Wool

Growers

REPAIRING

Con- -

IMPORTANT

HAPPENINGS

The following notaries public have
teen, appointed by Governor Hager-ina- n
: Gregorlo Grlego, Pensaeo, 1 aos
county;
Fremont C. Stevens, Red
Kiver, Taos county.
Potoffice Established.
A postofflce lias been established
Emery
Gap, Vulon county, to be
lit
nerved from Watervate, Colo., eight
aud a half miles to the north, and Pol-- '
bom, Unloa county, sixteen miles to
the south. Tberese II. Mellon has
been appointed postmaster.
Star Service Established.
Star service has been established
between Espanola and Kanchitas, Kio
Arriba county, four miles. Martin
Valencia has been awarded the contract at $225 a year. He will make
the trip six times a week.
Increased Internal Revenue Receipts.
The records In the office of Internal
.Revenue Collector W. P. Bardshar
show that there will be an increase In
the collections made by him of from
J25.0OU to ?o,000over lust year. This
fact shows an Increase in the population of the territory and a larger consumption of goods subject to internal
revenue tax. The collections of last
year amounted to $81,000 and the year
previous to $72,000.
Commissions of Delegates Mailed.
They were very busy at the executive office and at the office of the secretary of the territory yesterday; 250
commissions of citizens of New Mexico appointed as delegates to the wool
and sheep growers' convention to be
ield in Albuquerque on September 18
next had to be signed. These were
also signed by Governor Hagermau
and Secretary Raynolds, but It was a
tough Job. The force in the secretary's office worked bard and the
commissions were all mailed last
to the different delegates.
Arroyo Hondo Forest Fire.
Special Agent F. C. Dezendorf, oi
4 he general land office, reports the fire
in some timber on the Arroyo Hondo
on the public domain, about eight
miles south of Santa Fe, under con
trol, and thnt but little damage has
been done. Special Agent Frank Gryg-li- i
was dispatched bv him to the scene
of the fire as soon as he leanId of
its existence. The commissioner of
the general land office was tele'
graphed and full authority was re
celved to employ all necessary means
for its extinguishment.

EL PASOENJOYS

A

GENUINE CYCLONE
dispatch from El Paso, dated
June 25, says: A freak sandstorm of
almost cyclonic proportions visited El
Paso today, blew down a cement block
factory in the eastern part of the city
and injured several Mexican workmen.
One of the men sustained a broken
arm, as he was buried under the debris
of the factory.
The remarkable wind freak lay In
the fact that the factory was the only
building in town damaged at all. A
4loor was blown off its hinges In a resilience twenty-fiv- e
yards away. Rut
in the center of the city the storm was
no more severe than the usual summer sandstorms, aud no one thought
that anything unusual had occurred. It
U thought that the cyclone
funnel
dipped into the one part of the city
ai:d then lifted, passing over all the
rest of the town. In the downtown
ectlon the wind register showed no
b'her rate than thirty miles an hour.
A

Death From Lockiaw
Never follows an injury dressed wltii
iiuckk-n'Arnica Salve. Its antiseptic and healing properties prevent
riood ipolsoulng.
Chas. Oswald, tner
fliant, of Reusslaerville, N. V.
writes: "K cuic3 Sett Burch, of
this place, of tbe ugliest sore on bis
neck I ever saw." Cures Cuts, Wounds.
s.
25c. at all drug'
Burns and
a

fcio-e-

ltf'.g.

-- t
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DAM

ON THE FELIX RIVER.
Harnett & Morrow Irrigation

vention.
01 HER

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

Re- -j

ue

The
company has completed work of
pairing its dam on the Felix river,
north of Hagerman. at a cost of $7,- oiio, and the
orchard four
years old belonging to tne company,
is now being Irrigated as well as ihe'
other crops.
liio-acr- e

REV. LUKENS. OF ROSWELL,
RESIGNS PASTORATE.1
of the
Dr. C. E. Lukcns, pastor

Urst Presbyterian

church of Ros- has resigned his pasotrate, to
effect not later than October l.
He Is to take a position under one
of the church boards as evangelist, in
charge of work among children in
New Mexio and Arizona.
THE BRICK YARDS OF LAS
VEGAS WILL BE REBUILT
The Las Vegas brick yards, which
were recently partially destroyed uy
fire, will be rebuilt soon, according to
a statement or J. M. Ireland, the pro- prletor of the property. Plans have
been sent for. The loss was $1,000,.
with no insurance. Mr. Ireland was
In the east when the fire occurred.
MOUNTAIN MINES SOLD.
Theodore W. Cuter of Silver City
has sold his five mines, constituting
BURRO

the Monarch group, near White Signal,
to Harry Iee Martin of 1)8 Angeles,

t

dis-we- ll,

i

The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
T rouble.
Mr. M. y. i:orrousns, an old and
well known resident of Bluffton, Ind.,
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble,
r make this statement
after having
used the remedy In my family for several years. I am never without It."
iThis remedy Is almost sure to be
needed before the summer is over.
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ill druggists.

This means the entrance of an- u,
"
mountains. This is the second ileal
that Mr. Carter has put through in
Mr. Martin is a
these mountains.
prominent California financier and will
install the best modern machinery for
his new plant
CUPID RAIDS RANKS OF
DOUGLAS BANK OFFICIALS
GAMBLERS ATTEMPTING
A Douglas, Ariz., special, dated June
TO COERCE MERCHANTS.
It is understood tnat the gamblers;-- '' says:
'r,at wonderful son o Venus has
of Roswell have threatened to boy-- i
arrows in his
cott certain mercnants who declined J"' aool't ust'J
to sign the petition asking the city Quiver in taking care of bank officials
Douglas had a
or- - iu lhis cltv recently.
council to repeal tbe
uinance, wuich takes effect the first '"t of eligible, bachelors and the larg-o- f
next month. Many of the business wt percentage of these was in the
men are said to be of the opinion that' local banks, but the past week has
such a boycott would help 4heir st,t'i a remarkable change iu this re- business decidedly, instead of Injur-- spoct.
V. S. Dixon, of the First National,
ing 11, as me netter ciass ot citizens
started the break from the rauks of
would raily to their support.
celibates last week, when he was married to a popular young lady of Ixs
NEW SCHOOL HOUSES
FOR RATON AND HOPE Angeles, and his example was followed
Only one vote was cast against the Wednesday by W. S. Hodges of the
proposed issue of $10,000 In bonds to same Institution, who on that date
pay for the building of a new school was married to Miss Inez B. Scott of
house at Raton at a special election Campana, N. M., at the bride's home.
Clarence O. Thomas, assistant cashheld the other day.
The board of directors of the school ier of the Bank of IXmglas, was weddistrict of Hope, Eddy county, a few ded to Miss Grace McCrosky of Kandays ago awarded the contract for sas City at tho Missouri river metropthe building of a modern stone Bchool olis, while yesterday the engagement
house at Hope to Contractor C. H of N. C. Wlnegar, assistant cashier of
Kowenhoven nf Artesta. Thn hnililir the First National, to Miss lless
one of the most popular girls
will be two stories high, will be built
of Douglas, was announced Thursday
of artificial stone and will cost b
tho date of the wedding having been
tween i,000 and $3,000.
set for September.
George Dawe, chief clerk, of the Cal- SHEEP GROWERS OF
ARIZONA TO MEET Hmet &. Arizona smelter, was also
The annual meeting of the Arizona married last week to Miss Martna
Sheep Growers' association is to be 'Griffith of Douglas, and it Is rumored
held at Flagstaff on July 3. The call that there aro at least ten engage-ha- s
been made by E. S. Coseny, pres- - ments to bo announced before June
ident of the association, at the re- - passes Into history.
quest of the majority of the directors
If you knew tho value of Chamber"Many questions of vital importance to western stockmen must be de- - lain's Salve, you would never wish to
elded shortly," said Mr. Coseny. "If be without it. Here are some of the
we are to have a voice in the decision diseases for which It Is especially val-these matters we must keep up an liable: sore nipples, chapped hands,
active and
association. burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
We have never bad more Important sore eyes, Itching piles, salt rheum
problems to face than now. We ex- Price 25c per box. For
pect this will be one of the most inter- - sale by all druggists,
o
estinir meeting wp have ever held."
The firm selling such goods as the
PAINFULLY BURNED
genuine Chlckerlng, Everett, Kim- BY GAS EXPLOSION
ball pianos and others, need not boast
Miss Stella Fitch of Phoenix was of their square dealings; their goods
'
very painfully, though not seriously, speak for themselves. The most e-bumed by an explosion in a gas stove lect and latest line of Edison and
at her home, shortly after ti o'clock, Victor talking machines and records
the oilier niiilit. savs tbe Gazette.
in the soutbwest. Open evenings.
Mrs. Fitch has but recently put in.
THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
o
the range and was doing some baking
you do
In the oven for the first time.
If your stomacn troubles
She
had opened the oven door several not conclude tnat there Is no cure, for
times, to watch tbe progress of the a great many have been permanently
bread, but on lowering It the last time cured bv Chamberlain's Stomach and
there was a blinding fla.li of flame Liver 'labjets. Get a free sample at
an da loud report that vtas beard for any drug store and give them a trial,
Vhey l'.ho cure constipation and bil
a distance of two or three blocks.
Mrs. hitch was badly- burned about lous .as.
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MISS HELEN

HIGGASON

TEACHER AT ALAMOGORDO.
Last Friday evening the school
board of Alamogordo held a meeting
and elected teachers for the coming
year. Among the teachers was Miss
Helen lliggason, formerly ot Albu
querque, and the Otero County Advertiser has this to say of her:
Miss
Helen lliggason, who will teach tbe
sixth and seventh grades in School
No. 1, is a teacher of great experience
and ability, having had more than ten
years experience In the work. She
holds a first grade life certificate, has
taught in the public schools of Albu
querque, New Mexico, Prescott, Ari
zona, Independence,
Mo., and the
Woman Home Missionary Industrial
Home at Albuquerque, and the Goss
Military Institute,
ut Albuquerque,
New Mexico, and a number of other
common schools, and she Is very
highly recommended by the boards of
education and faculties of the differ
ent institutions in which she has
taught, and is no doubt an
progressive teacher, well qualified to
teach under the modern methods now
In vogue.

When

are bent and twisted double,
that pink ice
cream has caused the trouble;
But every time a well filled crowd by
some saarp pain is stricken
The wise old medics shake their
heads and i..anie the potted
chicken.
No more do doctors say

For full pirtlculart see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

V.

General Agent.

R. STILL
Oen. Pass. Agent.

!

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Colorado Phone, Blk. 93.

Automatic Phone, 292.

ALBUQUERQUE,

FREE
IV
We want to

NEW MEXICO.

TO OUR FRIENDS!

lend to oar friends

twiotifol

BONBON BOX,

in colors. It is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents in stamps is asked as a
measure of good faith and to cover cost of Cascarets,
717
with which thlsdaliity trinket (s loaded.
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
Sterling Remedy Company, Chicago or New York.

Most Anything
"Gas" Addicks still says he'll go
to the United States senate. "Gas" is
the only optimist in his class.
However, the cables haven't told
much about Mr.,. Alice Roosevelt
I.ongworth.
"That old gentleman was talking to
you like a Dutch uncle."
"Sure. He's my mother's brother.
Jan von d Velde."

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

BORRADAILE & GO,.

-

Ixmdon folks have been shocked by
what they have seen of the peekaboo
waist. It's what you don't see of the
waist that shocks over here.
"How can we advertise our new
leading man?' the manager asked.
"I think we could make a 'bit." replied the press agent, "by calling attention to the fact that he has nevqr
been mentioned as being engaged to
Ethel Barryniore."

M. BERGER,

"Oh, yes, I had a lovely time.
They treated me like a king," he

said.
Four rifle balls went
coat,
deadly bomb jut
bead."

my

grazed

every minute."
"Yes, you see I am a coal operator."
"vV'bat has that to do with it?"
"Why, he expects me tit give him
10 or 12 shares of stock.'
6

Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N.

M.

through my

"I never saw a sleeping car porter
mi attentive to a passenger as that
fellow Is to you. He's at your elbow

NOTICE

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, If she tells you to order a
sack of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no excuse, (if you sbouid forget the order), that you could not
find It, for every first-clas- s
grocer
handles EMPRESS. You will alwaya
find good bread, good biscuits, good
pastry and most important of all.
good cheer to greet you when yt
come home for your dinner. Try It
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Empress Of
all others.

" Do you think we should have a
lr.ek canal across the isthmus?''
"Of course I do. If we don't what's
tinuse of having Key West?"

t

ff

V
V
4 S
TO SUM- MER WANDERERS.

Have The Evening Citizen for-wardtd to your address when
you go away on your vacation.
If you are now a paid up subscriber, please let us know when
you order the paper forwarded,
and alao lot us know if you
it stopped at your home address. Be careful to give
hotel or street address, in
all cases.

DENVER
&

GRANDE
RIO SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"

4

de-sir- o

post-oftlc-

ELECTRICAL WORK.
Estimates on all kinds of wiring and
cheerfully
electrical
Installations
given and work guaranteed. V carry
in stock a full line of electric and
combination fixtures, and all supplies.
Fans for the hot days, desk and celling. Call and see us when in darkness and bo
Southwestern Electric and Construction company.
o

picnic crowds by tummy pains

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dli
tng cars, chair care and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

One of Those New Members.
"So you are a member of the House
of Representatives?"
"Yes. I had the honor to be elected
a member of the present congress."
"I suppose you know Uncle Joe
Cannon?"
"Yes, I know him, though I can't
say mine is a speaking acquaintance."

Shortest and quickest line from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springs and all Colorado
points. Connection at Denver and Pueblo with all lines east and west.
Time as quick and rates as low as by
and other lines.
PULLMAN
DINING
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS,
CHAIR CARS.
On all

through trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For illustrated advertising matter
or information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A.., Santa Fe, New Mex.

Summer Rates Vest

;
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-
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the neck and arms, her eyebrows
burned off and he rhair singed, but
her eyes are not thought to lie in- Dr. Dameron was called and
at tended to her injuries.
The explosion Is supposed to have
been caused by a defective stove or a
leak in the pipes.
DESPERATELY RESISTS
ARREST BY OFFICER
Catarino lx)bato put up a stiff fight
wheu Policeman Manuel Gonzales
started towards the county Jail with
him after having arrested him for
orderly conduct, says the New Mexl-tak- e
can. I.ohato had stationed himself in
front of Fischer's drug store and, ac- cording to the story of Policeman
re- Gonzales, was making insulting
marks to people as they passed. He
had evidently been drinking, but as
s much larger than the policeman he
gave htm one of the hardest fights
during his experience on the police
force. He resisted every inch of the
way ullt was nnaiiy landed behind
the bars.

'

Rock Island System

--

MURDERED!

Wiird was brought to Phoenix of a
murder at Kelvin the other night iu
the shooting of Maximilian Ebert, day
watchman at the mill of the Kay mine,
by H. 11. Courtney, the night watchman, says the Republican. There was
strong talk of lynching Courtney, and
after the Inquest he was hurried to
Florence for safekeeping.
In tho evening of Thursday Ebert
went to the mill with a wheelbarrow
to get a load of wood. The killing was
witnessed by no one, but Courtney
said Ebert 'began a quarrel and advanced upon him. He then shot, believing bis own life to be in danger.
This story was not believed, for the
reason that Ebcyt was known not to
be quarrelsome. No arms were found
on his body and to further make the
story of Courtney unbelievable Ebert
had been shot four times.
One thing that makes the tragedy
all the sadder Is that Mrs. Ebert, who
had for some time been stopping at
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Briscoe of Mesa, during her confinement, had rejoined her husband
at Kelvin only two days before the
murder.
The Jury found that Ebert had come
to his death ut .the hands of Courtney
and that the killing was an unjustifiable homicide.
(
Ebert was well known In Phoenix.
He lived for a long time at Mesa and
some time ago entered a trart of land
on the McDowell reservation.
He resided there until he went to Kelvin to
take a Joi of night watchman.' He
was about forty years of ace. The
bereft family consists of the wife and
n
the
babe.

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Don't fail to carry the Vest Pocket
Cascaret Box with you constantly.
All Druggists
sell them over ten
million boxes a year, for six years past.
Be very careful to get the genuine,
made only by the Sterling Remedy Company and never sold in bulk.
Every
tablet .tamped "CCC."

m'

EBERT

El Paso & Southwestern System

Acid-rising-

g,

1906.

ill

ll
CtK

You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
change. Visit the Grand Canyou and
Purified Purest. Liberal
limit and stopovers.
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
particulars,
other
For
rates and full
call at ticket office. Tick- .m sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.

SPECIAL RATES TO THE EAST

Now is the time to take tnat trip back borne. Take advantage of the low rates to the east. Tickets on si.le at special reduced
rates for tbe round trip, froniJuue 1 to September 30.
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sll excursion tickets
to the principal points in Illinois. Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
Incluii, inclusive, and July
W'yon.ing:
also June
Juno
sive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
tlnU rates to a few of the print in po;nts
$51.50
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$46.50
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$48.65
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
$39.00
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
u
T. E. PURDY, Agt.
limit ot all tickets, October 31.
9--
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Frisco,
Illinois,

Greatly beautify the linii
have a largo, assortment
LACE CURTAINS. FROM.
70c up.

TAPESTRY PORTIERES.

$1.75 up.
FROM
ALL SIZES OF TABLE
75c up.
SPREADS, FROM
ROPE PORTIERES,
$3.75 up.
OF
ASSORTMENT
CARPETS AND RUGS.

LARGE

J. D, EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN
CORNER COAL

1

i

r

STREET

SOME

SE-

IMPORTANT

THIS SHOULD

BE

y

Pacific Mutual Life Insurance
TUPPER, President.

S.

IN CALIFORNIA
COMPANIES
IN 1905.
From mile. al Reports, Exclusive of Indus-

LEADING

Business Written
trial Insurance.
Company.
'Pacific Mutual
New York Life
equitable
Northwestern Mutual
New

Mutual

Amount.
$10,550,735
3.020.300
.1.8(10, 53."

118,064.00

2.287,911
Meiropolitan
78.457.00
1,601.830
Tne l'enn Mutual
.5.774.00
1,478.550
Mutual Heneflt
63.401.00
1,429.050
Aetna
1.0,284.00
1.406, 34."
Union Central
36,828.00
1.276.34."
State Life
35.878.00
1.129,665
Provident Life and Trust
39. 436.00
nly.
NOTE
Pacific Mutual paid for basis
A good reputatbm at home speaks well for any Institution.
Life,
accident and bealth, in one policy.
Write for particulars.
Agents
wanted.
Mexico-Arizon-

Room No. 1, N. T. Armljo Building.

Tnil vlfH
z)

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

OF

Machine Works $
MALL, Proprietor
I
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;

Albuquerque

Auto. Phone

730

Foundry and

R.
Iron and Brass Castings;
saftlan
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron froaW ret
Buildings.
mopmlr on Mining mnd mm Machinery m poelmtt
foundry east side of railroad track.
Albaqueraee, n. M.
,

You may not have

WITH EVERY VEHICLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
means ot defective
material or workman- ship will be made good
w ltbout expense to the,
owner, irrespective ofi

iuuy protects you as io quanty. as t0 prices, you can't beat ours on the
same grade of goods.
Our repair shop is in the hands of skilled men and is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

a

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

putting our ear close to the
LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND TRANS
ground, a iiiontn ago. we could hear enough business to employ
FER STABLES,
a
tne violations of
deep sentiment
Horses and Mules Bought and Exbook-keepe- r,
but
every
a
man
has
coming Irom divers p:irts of our little
changed.
I YlQ
SADDLES
hamlei, all seemed ecnolng, Incorenough business to keep account BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CHTY
"'
says
porate,
tne l.ns duces fit
of It. To be on the safe side, Second Street, between Railroad and
BRIDLES
A general Interview of our peoCopper Avenue.
keep a record of your business
ple, now. seems to lirlng out the fact
L P ROBES
transactions.
that those whisperings are nearly
ELITE tAFE
unanimous, at this time, and strongly
AND ETC.
A bank account will furnish you
"
resembles a call. "Incorporate!
It
a record of your business If you
M
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
Is gratifying to note, that the move is!
pay your obligations by check. A WEEK, AT ELITE CAFE, 120 WEST
being
by our best men. and
fathered
J?
We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
bank book Is the simplest, most SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO
men who enjoy the full confidence of
aud It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.
the community; and not one man have
systematic way to keep account of
M
we found who will vigorously oppose
receipts and e Jenditures. YTu
M
CO.
the proposition. It is much to the
have
the record In your, bank
STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN NG X
credit of our citizens that they are
book; the bank does the bookso well united, in all things for the
THORNTON
a
Ihm
Cleaner
,.
keeping for you.
. .
welfare of our little community. We
rlrtaH.
A
"10
This
and
is the safest, surest
Moving, pack- - Y
railroad men In tnat city, who will may have our little personal Jealousies
Furniture Man.
most convenient way to carry on
and petty rivalries among ourselves,
shipping, unpacking and 7
lng
learn with regret of u.s resignation.
and
COAST
your
A
business.
bank account
If A TtavlH tlio ltmmla,-- oealatant but when it conies to a matter of com- setting up, and is no upstart at V
does help In every transaction.
In the El Paso city ticket office. of.ulon 'merest it is becoming an Intelll-th- ?
the business. There is no other f
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones. 0
Southwestern, is to be yromot-- ' 8'nt and progressive people to put
na soliJ fro,lt against the common THE BANK OF COMMERCE
CIALS ARRIVE
!ed and wl.i succeed Mr. Brown. Mr.
4
737 South Walter Street
Davis came to El raso from Dallas enemy, to move In solid phalanx in all ALBUQU ERQU E, NEW
M
EXICO
about eight months ago. where he was that "u'a"s public good, fealty In com
with the lexas & Pacific. No appoint- mon, io promote xne ncaitn, nappiness,
MASS
F.
ment has ye been made to succeed and prosperity, of a law abiding people. The initiative
has just been
liavis.
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
L. M. Brown will be chief ckrk to made, and the Citizen wants to be in
BRUSHES.
VISIT ONE OF INSPECTION AL- the general passenger agent of the line with the best thought, the best
leather. Harness, Saddles, Tap
action,
In
valthe
people
&
best
Mauger
Avery,
the
Boston
best
with
Fori Worth & Denver City.
BUQUERQUE TO RECEIVE
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, etc. Palley on earth; to move forward to that
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
THEIR ATTENTION FOR
common
place
commerof
social
and
CIMARRON IS NOW
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
stops leaks. Cas'a paid for Hides and
A DAY OR TWO.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
ON A RAILROAD. cial prominence to which we ate justly
Pelts.
entitled. Let there be no dissenting
408 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
voice,
let
boundary
First
the
Train
be
lines
Arrived
MERCHANT
TAILORING
the
made
Other
General Manager A. (5. Wells, Genn
hercul-leaavoid
to
friction,
a
with
of
Directors
and
and
I. L. Hibbard,
THIRD STREET
eral Superintendent
pull, we will have a city, with UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
Officers.
Mechanical Superintendent S. L. Bean.
all Its advantages, to follow.
BAMRAILROAD
AVENUE, O.
General Storekeeper I. J. Custer and
Tno fil.st iCOmotive to whistle lino!
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Chief Engineer C. A. Morse, all gen- - Cimarron, the former county seat of
eral officials of the Santa Fe coast Colfax county, was that of the eon-- i WOMAN BURNED BY EXMy merchant tailoring shop is up- All Kindt of Fresh and Salt Meats.
lines, arrived this morning in private, 8trucllon train of the St
3uiSii
Steam Sausage Factory,
over No. 209 West Railroad avePLODING GASOLINE. stairs
cars attached to train No. 2, and w..i Rocky Mountain & Pacific railway, a!
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
oe In the city a day or two. It will few ,iavs aEn ,ho invin
a'I(,i
KLEINWORT.
nf
the public. All work guaranteed first-clas- Masonic EMIL
Building, North Third Street.
be noted that Mr. Morse. Tias been act- - ralIa 1(einf, completed from Dtero, or MRS. JOHN BRILLER, WHO
I have bad fifteen years' exas
ing as chief- engineer of tne coast the ol(1 Ciifton house, a well known
INJURY AT FRISCO. IN- perience in the business. Suits made
ones for the past year, during tne ill- - stage station In the lavs of the old
JURED THIS NOON.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
ness of I. B. Burns, and now that Mr. Santa Fe trail on the Santa Fe svstem,
repaired. The specific I use will not
Hums is dead, Mi. Morse iiecomes,
Douglas, A. T., June 27. Mrs John injure the cloth.
THE CELEBRATED "
Cimarron by way of Kaehler, Daw-- ;
Indies' garments
chief engineer in fact. Mr. Hibbard BOn and lhe cimarron canvon. In a Brlller. wife of a barber enlplovea at also cleaned
walking
made
and
skirts
is accompanied by his son, Hudson.
ftw (lay8 the rails wl b(? lal(, In,0:the Pullman shop, was badlv injured to order. Give me a trial.
"We are just going over ,ne line on Raton, while work on the grade east about the arms while preparing lunch
O. BAMBINI.
of inspec-.0- f
one or our periodical-tripthere to Des Moines, ou the Col-'a- t
her home on Nluib street eitwccn
tion." said Mr. Hibbard. 'The Aiou- - orado & Southern, Is oeing pushed. F and G avenues
Mrs. Bamnini, at ner parlors. No
querque end of the coast lines will The company will build extensive,
She had ligbted a gasoline stove 209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
probably receive a couple of days of shop8 at Cimarron.
'which exploded, scattering the burning pared to give thorough scalp treat
We will most likely
ur attention.
The annual meeting of stockholders llgubl over her arms
.1
M
Sparks ment, do hair dressing, treat corns
that
automobile
new
track
the
take
of ,he St xouls. Rocky .Mountain & was passing and entered" tlv- bunions and ingrowing nails. She
came here last week, out r a trial. Pacific railway was held at the offices throwing the stove outdoors house
gives massage treatment and manlcur
after
Bottled in Bond.
'
going
to
cars
are
auto
Gf
railroad
These
the company at Raton the other which he extinguished
the flames Ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
prove a great advantage to the rail- - (iay, an(J resulted as follows:
which were destroying Mrs Briller's of complexion cream builds up the
, skin and
road officials in the way of . making
Directors. ...Henrv Koeh.er.
nres- - clothing nr in,Vn..
Improves the complexion.
w..;.t;.i
Jr..
-- ... v a ...
1111,.
'
.
.
r ,11
lc!nno
ouu
oi. iuis, mo. ; j. van Houten, dressed her burns which w
and Is guaranteed not to be lnjurl
,eiu,
n,
necessary
to
it
official
an
finds
When
Vce president and general manaeer. su't senonslv
ous. She also prepares a hair ton!
nurry out to some point on his di- Raton: Hugo A. Koehler, St. Louis,
Distillers.
Mr. and Mrs. Briller u'nr ulu r that cures and prevents dandruff am
vision, the auto will serve the purFrank Springer. Las Yegas; Em- - the San Francisco earth.iuaiie nFRANKFORT, KY.
fire, nair falling out; restores life to deai
pose, and It is sufficiently large t erson W. Jiidd, New York; John H. having lost all the'
hair; removes moles, warts and suh.ui in that
carry several men. On these occaNew York; C. K. Beek- - taswopfe, althotnh the f escaped niiiii-maperfluous hair. Also a face powder,
out
getting
away
wiui
do
sions it will
New
rk.
;jimd. Mr. Driller lost two barler shops freckle cure and pimple cure and pih
MELINI & EAKIN
an engine crew and a locomotive and
Officers
Henry Koehler, Jr., presl- - in the fire, on which he had rjtried no cure. All of these preparations ar
a private car. Though this one is sent dent; J. Van Houten, vice president insurance.
purely vegetable compounds. Have
Sole Agents.
here on probation, we have little and general manager; Hugo A. Koeh-Hr- ,
Just added a vibrator machine for
Albuquerque, N. M.
See the picnic baskets in the Mcin- treatment of scalp, face and cure of
doubt but what It will make good."
vice president; Chanes Springer,
Automatic Phone, 199.
The west end officials will probably treasurer; A. H. Officer, secretary. tosh Hardware company's display wrinkles. It Is also used for rheumameet Mr. Mudge and other of the Raton; W. H. Irvine, assistant secre- window.
massage.
pains
tism,
and
Santa Fe proper cltlcials while on the tary. New York; II. P. Roseberry, aspresent trip. A special, bearing the sistant treasurer, Raton.
east end officials. Is expected to reach
PIONEER BAKERY
NIXON BEGAN CAREER
the city sonve time this evening.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
-AS A CARPENTER.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Conductor R. B. Patton. of the
division, has Climbed Railroad Ladder, and Is Now
Alliuquerque-WinsloWEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
General Manager of the 'Frisco.
been granted a sixty days' leave of
to
gone
on
visit
a
We desire patronage and we guarhas
absence and
A few days ago The Evening Citi2sLLAlA
COMBINtS
antee first class baking.
old friends In Sidney, Ohio.
zen published the good news that W.
SOLID
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
ON
A
TWO
SIGHTS
C.
Nixon,
years
ago
a resident of this
The Harrlman lines have adopted a
LENS. NOTHING. TO BREAK
new standard rail, which differs ma- city at the time he was the local
TOTi A OR API
APAKT OB I1MTERFEKE
Santa
agent,
Fe
terially from the standard in use on general manager has been appointed
In
Dealers
Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
WITH THE
of the 'Frisco lines.
other roads. It is thicker 1n the base
The St. Ixmis Giohe-DGrain and Fuel.
SIGHT.
and a trifle thinner at the head.
BY THE
June
25
jits
Fine Line of Imported Wines. Liquors
issue, prints a half-tonthereby strengthening the girdle
iCut of Mr. Nixon, and has this to sav
and Cigars. Place your orders for
OPTICAL CO.
anout Dim:
this line with us.
ALBUQUERQUE N.MEX.
The new general manager of tV
G. E. Barnes has recently entered
213
NORTH THIRD STREET.
a
as
upon the uiscbarge of his duties
clerk for the Wells, Fargo Express:
company, at Las egas, vice it.
Mr.
who resigned Saturday.
Payne has sfcured a position with
the Las Vegas Railway and Power
com pany.
Hy

A R N E

,.'Ai

81

Premium.
$464,139.00
276.618.00
1 21.163.00
109,797.00

6.740.291
3,148,930

.'

LIfu

This Strong:
Guarantee

Mil

U

OF CALIFORNIA
WILBUR

F. W. SCHWENTKER, Mgr. for New

here;

s

ADVANCED.

CURE BARGAINS IN

Co.
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FACTS
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the Hurllncton & Missouri River railroad fn Nebraska. In August, 1S7!, he
. Missouri
left the Hurllngton
to
accept the position of watchman for
&
Topeka
A:chlson,
Santa re ai
the
.iii; orla Junction. Kan. He was steadily promoted In the Santa Fe service,
and in Mann. ISSli, he was appointed superintendent
"f terminals at
Kansas City, and the following- - April
was made superintendent of the Chicago district. In Fehruary. 1S91, he
was promoted to superintendent
of
terminals at Chicago, and on July 1,
ISlHi, was made general agent at Chicago, on January 1. 1S!7, be was
made superintendent of die Chicago.
i1ivlsi:ni, and on January 1, 19O0, was
advanced to tne office of general su-- i
pvrintendent of the Gulf. Colorado &
Santa Fe. with headquarters at Gal-- ,
vt ston, lexas. Two years lat r he
was again advanced and made gen-- !
eral manager of the Gulf division of
the Atchison system.

DRAPERIES

DOTH PHONES.
AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

ni: ive

He
entered the railway service in February, IsVJt. as a bridge carpenter, with

TINTED

DELICATELY

V. C. Nixon, Is n.
Lorn In February,
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
Gm ral Butldtng Supplies
SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquettt

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE

!

LINE

OFFI

1

Bain and Old
Hickory Wagons

Spring Wagons
Buggies and
Carr ages
Harness and
Saddles

1

i

'

XXXXXXXXXX

EN

W. E.

MAUGEP

Thos.

It quality
and price is

Keleher

you
what
want,

we ask
you gtve
us a onance
to figure witB

WOOL

r.

that
you.

J.

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

& CO.,

KORBER

Day-Electi- on

WE FILL

Meat Market

PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j j j j

-

O. jT. O.
WHISKEY

s

j

t--

oll
"ii-ia-

,

.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

11

i

COCOCIOCKXXXXXXIOCOCOOOCOC)

A. D. JOHNSON

Wootton

A

SPECIALTY

Ranches

HOUSE MOVING
PUMPS, TANKS
STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE.
Lead Avenue and First Street.

Cor.

-d

L. II, SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gasa
line anl gas stoves repaired.

Next to Walton's drug store, SoutU
Third street.

80S

e

RANKIN & CO.

The

j

lit

I'aso
Southwestern, has tciidi red his reion, lUKing cm ' "ii .in., i. an-will leave for Fort Worth. Texts, to
r o; t worm
liter the service of t
Mr. hr.imi haj
'v
lieivir City
ral.
en in El Pa's a., ir a year, c uning

.

''

A.

i

he So.ithwesr-r- n
Irom th- - ('"'toll
Hh has marv friends anions

UNDER TA KERS
Superintendents
Falrrlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

WALKER,

AT.

rmm

M.

DRAGOIE
""

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries,

N. 8econd St., Both Phonea.

1

Secretary Mutual Building Associaat 217 West RaUroa4

tion. Office
avenue.

and

MONUMENTS
201-21-

Cut-o- ff

ot The Atchison, Topeka

&

1

Cigars and Tobacco, anal

All Kinds of Fresh Meat.

North Broadway, corner of Washington avenoe, Albuquerque, N. M.

300

Santa Fe Railway

i

Befen Tcwn aod Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

"

.,n. ..w.

IL
Tls
"

Ml

ir

""-s-.

Iota

Ui

'8T

LIMITED

cinnot

EXPPFSS. MAIL ANP FREIGHT TRAINS Or THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

cfered are to the center of the city, well gTded. (many of them Improved by cultivation)
moc4 yard, drug store, bsrnesi shop, etc, etc
Also a
modern hotel.
flrst-clas-

;

GO OVER

no land or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH
We need a

first-clas-

s

s

estimate.

TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH,

baiery, tailor

shop, shoe house, Jeweler, plumbing ebos.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IP YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

plaalrj mm.

DEEDS.

The Belen Town and Improvement Comii&ni
I
WM.

.JOuU BECKER, Prcsidenfj
I

.

INSURANCE.

M. BERGER, Secretary

'

D' It.

UP TO LUTE SIGNS

8TRONQ BLOCK.

-

IJ

A:

:

Lucero

Am

Of l.CsO business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out
t
:tb broad 80 sod
streets, with i!Iey 20
.
laka anil ntihll- - n.rk .na.
ah.a.
. .
,
" . .r.nA w.w
' - feet wide, with, ,besntlfnl ua,nr.t
iuuil. .b.W IVUf, VWV
,000; churches.
,
,
m l'uujiiuuii
.m
u i i.dvu uubu sun
i
,m
muk,
isrffefii:
- merranii o Ait.h .hn.dn. i,u v.v uavw.n
.n
nitn.
.
'
I
XOV
"
dally;
large
OlB
UKI
tuv
AUUCI
I
winery:
'
Will,
ubich
"ifui
tkree
..u.umvuin
i
hotels.
CB.Ull,
ucieq i.
Liu... .QippiDii point ior wool, oiur, woeat, wine, beans and bay In Central New Mexico Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future
be

Llbl.;
mine

7

Belen is 81 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

j

IN EL PASO
& SOUTH WES I fcHIN
I.. H. nrown, cMei raie cici'K
passenger department of ibe El

LOANS.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10. N. T. Armljo Building- -

TP O
ES ILo IE3 ES? .
The Fttttffe Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

Lucated on the Belen

Conductor McCulluin. of the Rio
Grande (livlsl n, who bad the mistor
tune last week to collide with an
overhead bridge, and was takiii to the
local hospital to have u couple of
ugly scalp wounds sewed up, has sufficiently recovered from the accident
as to be able to go to bis home at
San Marcial Mr. .iciiinuni expects
to Ik? back In ne servic, hi a coupl
r
of weeks.
j
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208 WEST 8ILVER AVE.

215-21-

The El Paso & Southwest em. eastern division, announces that three
full crews are to be put on between
Santa Rosa and Corona, N. M. Engines 60, 61, and 02. have been permanently assigned io this bill run. as
It is known, and will run exclusively
on the north end.
Train men are
asked to send in their bills.
Hen Williams, chief
f lb.' tecret
service deimrtnient of the S;tiHa Fe
morneast of Albuquerque, yesterd-iing pulled a couple of Pullman por
ter from train No. 2. who were sinut?-- ,
gling a passenger through from L s
Angelas. The scheme tbey were work.
ing was to place their stowaway first
In the closet of one car and then in
the closet of another.
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PACE EIGHT

ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

trip Rev. ...rnnesi'iis.

Dr.B. Williams
DENTIST.

PERSONAL

TMKY AUK STYLISH. COOL AND
COMFORTABLE. THICY FIT WELL
AND WEAK HETTF.K.
TitEY ARE
CLOSE PRICED.

Pi

AND

OXFORDS,
$1.50

leather iole
VICI

KID SHOES AND OXFORDS,
$1.65, 2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50

VELAM
FORDS

CALF

SHOES AND

OX-

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00

1

Sec Our Windows
-

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at r. F. Trotter'a
grocery atore, are aure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are re
liable and personally guarantee them.

Fm

F. TROTTER

Not. 118 and 120 South Second street.
GEO. W. HICKOX.

T. Y. MAYNARD

The Hickox - Maynard Co.
Fine new line Pickard's Hand
Painted China just arrived.
We invite your inspection.
SOUTH

8ECOND

STREET.

Tasty Fountain Beverages
9

s

Outing Suits
$8.50 to $20

I

R.R.

1

WM. CHAPLIN'S

MSmneShoes

j

l

double-breaste-

London Club

LIVERY COMPANY'

$8,50 to S20

BE-TWEE-

N

SIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue ClotHler

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service
Saving
and

CLOTHES SATISFACTION

o
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NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

Warm

two-piec- e

,

i

1906.

sum-mer-

MEN'S
SUMMER
SHOES

SHOES

JUNE 27,

Wh en the Weather
I

a

CANVAS

WEDNESDAY,

Mr. Walsh will
tako his bride to lliicklin, Kan., w lure
H38BKSQ
he is employed as a machinist. The
marriage is (he sein l of a childhood
love affair, which had Its beginning
in Albuquerque.
.Tame S. Duncan, a well known Las
Vegas business man, panned through
the city last evening en route to Cali;
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Ofllc
over Mandril's on Railroad
fornia, .accompanying his (laughter to
avenue,
between
Second
First
and
resorts,
one
where she
of tiie coast
Partly cloudy tonight and Thursday.
streets. Hour from 8 to 12 a. m 1:30
.
You ran be remarkably cool an(j
will spend th remainder of the
to & p. m. Auto nhone 20.T
comfortable In hot weather, by
On Sunday. June 17, the day, mean- wearing the right kind of
Mr. and M's. W. .1. Caidwell, who
ng the period of sunshine, calculated
Dr. Williams has practiced his pro
ciothes.
One of our
past
were
Fe
at
few
days,
the
Santa
Vega3
latitude,
very
reached
fession
nearly
in
Las
past
this
for
for the
Mr. seventeen years.
the length of 14 hours and 35 min returned to, the city last nlgh
utes, the greatest length of the whole Cardwell wr te a few policies for the
year. Today is the last of eleven days Mutual Benefit Life Insurance com-TICKETS
OUGHT. SOLO
any, of which lie Is the gem ral assent
during which the length of the sunANO EXCHANGED
Hi
New
Mexico.
35
14
hours and
shine has remained
Association Offlet
Captain C. M. Tyler, formerly a
minutes. During this period of eleven
Transaction
days there has been a loss of two member of the local police torce, "durGuarantied
Will turn the trick nicely. They
minutes in the rising of the sun, com- ing Marron's administration as mayor,
are tho PROPER thing for hot
pensated by a gain of two minutes In Is in the city fr in his home at San ROSENFIELD'S,
W. R. R, Ave.
18
weather wear, and nre even
the later setting of the sun. Begin Bernardino, Cal., shaking hands and
more comfortable tlinn linen or
ning tomorrow and continuing through renewing acquaintance with his mnny
duck.
Saturday the sunlight will be one old friends In this city.
minute shorter than for today, being
The Ice cream social given by the
We can assure an amount of
SHOE STORE
14 hours and 34 minutes, caused by Albuquerque Socialist organization In
satisfaction In their wear out
the sun during that period rising at Mho Commercial club building last
of all proportion to the price
46 and setting at 7:20. The moon night was it decided success.
The
we place on them. Blue Serges
tonight will set at 11:21. The first attendance was largo and the cream
and Scotch Tweeds are the faquarter.will be reached at 9:04 on the was excellent, according to some
vorite goods both In single and
morning of Friday, 29th. For sev of those who partook of It.
styles.
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.
eral days rain has been threatened but
The old
courts on West G..ld
hfs not materialized, though badly avenue.. If tennis
the present plans of a
needed in this part of the Rio Grande number of tennis
IS ALL THAT STANDS
enthusiasts do not
valley. The nic,hts and mornings aie go
may be rehabilitated and
YOU AND COMFORT
cool and the days very pleasant. Sum-n.e- r the game
revived here this summer,
technically began last Friday, the as a number
of
ortennis players are
22nd.
No. 424 North Second St.
ganizing a club with those intentions.
ARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
i nnrlcs F. Lummls. reputed the SANITARY BOARDING
STABLE
greatest writer in the world of AmerAt 4 o'clock this afternoon all In ican Indian lore, was a passenger on
T5h2
coming Santa Fe psssi iiKer trains train No. 2 tnis morning. Mr. Lum- F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
were refilled on time.
mis nas tully recovered
from
the
sickness .he
Auto., 311.
a week ago as Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
Regular meeting of
Elks tonlnht the result ofsuffered
caiing canned meat at
at 8 o'clock.
isieta.
J. A. Wood, the mining man. is In
Mr. and Mrs. Jesus Romero, accom
the city from Golden.
pained by the latter's mother, and
J Ion. Solomon Luna unil wife are in nis sister, Mrs. Al. Coleman, have re
the. city from Loa i.unaa.
turned from their jaunt through Mexlion FrledberR, of Frledlierg Bros.. ico. Jhey spent a few weeks at the
Santa
Rosalia hot springs, and then
left on No. 2 today for Chicago and
visited the City of Mexico and other
the east.
Attorney H. B. Fergusson went to interesting cities of the republic. They
naving nau a nne time.
Santa Fe last nighi. on supreme court
Harry Coddlngton, the sheriff of
matters.
Sea Windows
See Windows
Rojert Dross, the expert account McKinley county, was In the city lust
ant, has gone to Las Vegas ano evening for a short time, en route to
Gallup from Santa Fr, wtwre he had
Raton on u business trip.
t
deliver Venceslado Gallegos,
When we guarantee Schwab Clothes to give satMcQuade,
wife of the been
Mrs. j.
to forty years in the peniisfaction we leiterate, the guarantee given to us by
contractor, has gone to Denver to sentenced
tentiary by Judge Abbott Monday, in
the makers. Should anything prove unsatisfactory
visit ncr mother a few weeks.
the district court here, for murder in
we ask you to let us know and we shall make it
422
Mr. and Mrs. C. Is. Mueller of
the
degree.
sicond
right.
We are fallible; discrepancies creep past
North ixth street, have gone to Chi- Miss Lillian Pratt, representing the
cngo Mr an extenciea visit, to
best
of ua. Schwab Clothes are known as honthe
Colorado Springs Telegraph, who has
est clothes they are honestly made and trimmed,
been
currying the city the past
Judge Frank W. Parker passed couple of days securing
The
and will stand a remarkable amount of wear.
through the city this morning, n for the Telegraph's young subscriptions
man will find they meet his highest exfair
minded
ladles'
prize
route to Santa Fe to attend supreme contest, left this morning for Las Vepectations.
We have a good showing of Summer
court.
gas. Tho contest in which Miss Pratt
Styles.
Come In and look them over.
Prices
Aid
Is taking part is one in which
Regular meeting of the Ladies'
range from
the
on
Colorado Springs paper is offering a
society of the First M. E. church
$10 TO $20
June 28 at 3 o'clock at the church trip to Salt Lake City, with all expenses, to the twelve young ladies separlors.
Mrs. James Young of 108 Johns curing the largest number of subscripSEE BIG WINDOW DISPLAY.
street, left this morning on u visit tions. There are over sixty contestOsants
In
field,
the
in
old
Home
at
to relatives at her
the several districts, which include the states and
wego, in. Y.
territories
bordering
on
the state of
Rev. Father Moog. of Sabinal. was
Miss Pratt's
district
is
in the city today transacting business Colorado.
New
Mexico.
There are two other
and visiting with other members of contestants
iu
the territory, one at
the Catholic clergy.
Santa Fe and the other at ljia Vegas.
Mrs. B. J. Cady has returned to the
city from, a visit to Mr. Cady, who isYou need a pair of rubber shoes for
government veterinarian at tne in- sprinkling
your lawn. Our rainy seaLaguna.
man pueblo cf
son is About, to set in and you' want
T. S. Huoiuoll left last niga. for Los to protect your dainty summer shoes
Angeles, where he will join Mrs. Hub- - against mud and water. We have
a
oell, who is spending tne summer full Hue of Children's, Women's and
months on the coast.
.tien's light weight Rubbers, and
C. W. Cook, traveling freight and prices range from 4oo to 85c. C.
passenger agent for the Santa Fe, re May's shoe store, all West Railroad
turned last night from a business trip avenue.
to Los Angeles and San Diego.
WHITE ERAN, BOTH FINE AND
Benjamin Weiller lia given up his
position as knight of the road and has COARSE. E, W. FEE, 620 S. 2ND.
accepted a posit ton with the Flor-shelTHE MmZE.
Mercantile, company ut ivaton.
;.
are
Clancy
Tin
Dish
I'uns
Attorney and Mrs. F. W.
mc to
in Santa Fe to remain a few days. Unamclwaiv Dish Pans
toe to 83c
Mr. Clancv will attend supreme court nn lea and Coffee Pots
8c to 2ic
and Mrs. Clancy will visit relatives Enumelware Tea and Coffee Pots
from
and friends.
He to enc
Meat tlrin.lers . :
5tc to Sl'io
The Ladies' Aid society of the
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Har70c to $1.50
church will meet tomorrow iichel Alarm Clocks
7iic
aiterno n at 3 o'clock in the church No. 2 burner Glass Lamns
Presses. &
vesting Ivlachinery. Birdsell Wagons,
parlor, corner of Silver avenue and rianuied Axes
We carry all kinds of tents and
Fifth street.
camping supplies.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
Charlie Rhodes pitched a one-hi- t
THE MAZE.
game of base ball recently, for ParWilliam Kieke, Proprietor.
sons, Kan., against Fort Scott, in the
Kansas state league. The game was
CLOSING OUT SALE.
played on the 2tth.
South First Street
40 J, 403 North First Street
We will sell out entire stock of Mithe
Chadwick,
Will
Charles and
llinery at a sacrifice, as all must be
Gold avenue sheep commission bro- sold by July 1st.
kers, are enjoying a visit from their
THE GILBERT MILLINERY CO.
Sister, Miss Carrie Chadwick, who arlimited.
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have Li
rived today on the California
The remains of John C. Sullivan, to be washed over. Imnerlal Laundrv
the fireman killed yesterday in the Co.
Uallup yards In a collision between a
Ladies always welcome, day or
switch engine and a freight train, will evenings,
at the West bowling alleys.
One of the Largest Stocks
be shipped to .Muncle, Ind., on the advice of relatives.
The "Affidavits" are open for a
OF
team on
Joseph Slansky left last night for challenge from any
a few weeks' visit with friends and earth, at the West Bowling alleys.
relatives In Cleveland, Ohio. He will
The picnic baskets for sale at the
return about August 13. During his
Mcintosh
Hardware company's store
absence Jils ladies' tailoring establisn-lueu- t are
IN THE SOUTHWEST.
Indispensable for outing parties.
will be closed.
Mrs.
Miss Eva Lugton, daughter of
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
WATCHES
George Lugton, of Coal avenue, left Monday, and get is back Wednesday.
CUT GLA'--S
this morning fcr IXidge City, Kan., Imperial Laundry Co.
CHINA
where tomorrow she will become the
picnic
See
In
the
baskets
the Mcin
wife of Thomas F. Walsh, son of Mr.
tosh
Hardware company's display
and Mrs. T. II. Walsh, of this city.
t.'or. Second and Gold
WHITING HLOCK
Fine Watch Repairing a Specialty
Tiie ceremony will be performed by window.
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
A home made door, with trlmmlncs.
for $1.25.
We are making window screens all
mortised together, and as strong as
a door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
screen door,
or
that
POST & COMFANY
to E.
will outlast any door shipped In here
s,
from the cast, together with

LOCAL AND

CM

EVENING

I

Whitney Company

Alaska, Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.

We always knew we made good soda water. We had
a pretty good opinion of our Ice cream too. But when
we see the continued Increase in the amount of
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
it, you'll see.

m

J. H. O'RIELLY GO, Druggists'

Barnett Building

CEMENT, - SASH,
Doors, Glass, Paint and
REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

LUMBER,

-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Albuquerque Lumber Go.
First and Marquette,

Eiiin

-

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamond. Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

Lawn and Garden Tools

Pres-uyteria-

Mead Hay

U3, IJ5, U7

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

5. Vann & Son
JEWELERS

DIAMONDS

A

Out isig Trousers

Made of light wool crash and nobby light
flannel, just the thing for hot weather; pair

$$.5Q,

IWclNTOSH HARDWARE
Successors

J.

trim-mine-

for $1.25.

We make the regular shop made
screen doors that have always cost,
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
PLANING

Sole Agents (or the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

MILL CO.

Get your team together, boys and
come down and beat the "Affidavits"
at the West bowling alley.

The picnic baskets for sale at the
Mcintosh Hardware company's store

are indispensable for outing parties.
PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
RemeniLer, Eureka 13 the only lime
sold here that will not pop. crack or
blister in the wall. See that It la
specitic! ;n vour contract.

WHITE DUCK TROUSERS $1.25-$1.50
extra well made; per pair only

company

HAHN

& CO.

Ste the picnic baskets In the Mcintosh Hardware company's display
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See Display
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OurWindow
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window.
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West Gold

E. L. WASHBURN CO. E Second
12

215 West Railroad Avenue
FRESH

CUT FLOWERS.

1

IVES, THE FLORIST.
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